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FOR THE VERY LATEST UP TO DATE PRCES AND SPECIAL OFFERS SEE VVWVV.HAMRADIO.CO.UK

ML&S Bargain Page!
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Every now and then, real 'whirlwind bargains' come along that you just cannot live
without. Here are a few that are genuinely in very limited supply, all 'brand new' and
covered by a full parts and labour warranty by the UK distributors.

Save a massive £250!

Save a massive
1210!
In a league of its own, the new TS-570DGE is ideal for anyone that doesn't reouire a DC to blue light
coverage. The TS-570 offers excellent performance on the entire Fir spectrum, has DS]. and is first
class for either SOB or CW operation.
160rn , 10m FF Operation & SOOkH2.30b11-4 Gen Coy RX
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Even ignoring the large easy to read colour TFT
screen, the IC-2800 is a pretty cool piece of kit The
build quality for one is in n different class to the
rest and employed at home or in the car, its doubtful if we will ever sell you another dual bander. Ithat's
pretty tough on us).
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RRP E999

ML&S Special offer only 1749
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RRP £549

Now that IS a real bargain!

ML&S Special offer only £339

Also available on finance with no deposit & 42 payments of £25.

Also available on finance with no deposit and
16 payments of E25

Kenwood TS-50S

enwood TH•DTE mkII
with KISS mode!

Save a massiv
£520!

Save a massive £70!
In a class on its own, the new TN-OlE is the only handle capable of
operation on 2 & 70 with a built in FIF modern. Now available with the all.
important KISS mode of operation. Make sure you don't get sold the rokl !!
W4F/UHF dockhand operation
Dual FIX on 1 tchAtu
Data Comm micator 12069k6 TNChoilt
3 OWLS Moto padcebposit ioning reporang system)

iJ Large dot marrix LCD
tedlik mall sena menu

The Fr-100 & IC-706 may have slowed the sales of the compact HF transceiver but once again,
you really only want top HF performance why pay the extra money? With the saving on this
machine you'll still have money left over to buy a cuddly toy toe the wife!
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ML&S Special Offer only £249
Buy with the PG-4W PC date connection cables & software for only

Super Compact 100W 16010M All mode .75C6VOI

100 memory channels
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CYV reverse
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Cl 200 channel memory

£289 or no deposit & 13 payments of only £25.

Menu system

'3 PP system

IC-706trik1IG

RRP £999

ML&S Special offer only £479

SAVE £700!

You'll pay more for a receiver! Available with the Sam lex SEC1 223
23A psu for only E569.
Also available on finance with no deposit & 29 payments of £25.

Still waiting for the others to catch up with a mkt or 3? Kenwood started the mini no and

MARTIN LYNCH 8t SONS

140.142 NDRTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON WI 3 9S3

FAX: 0208 566 1207 111WEB SITE: WWW. MLandS.co.uk

passed the baton to Icom. Now in its third phase, the
really is where compact HF
operating is. Full coverage from HF right through to 70cm, invest in the world's favourite
and we will still throw in a QUAD band handie 100% free. Limited stocks.

IC-706mk11G and the IC-1-81E at 61698

ML&S Special offer price £999 FOR BOTH
Also available on finance with no deposit and 40 payments of £35.

■ E•MAIL: sales@MLandSm.uk

Mann Lynch can also titer finance team up to 42 months well no deposit. We welcome your ton act-ranee eq.,a and newt°, used!) product provided ks der) and in opodworking ode Ca. Pt Sales Desk
today. APR 21.9% Payment poled. ■s Aso available op to36 months. Ai units are bond new and boxed and offered with MI manufacturers Ri6 meant,. AA woes Quoted lot cash/c.o./en 999eldletto
cad No additional charges tor credd card,. Martin lynch it a lamed credit broker Full mitten details are avaoable onremest Finance ts subbect to status taco II0 o 6p on a IhnkiontecS

APR 21.9%. Example, IC-28001181 £339, TAP 1E400. COL 011.09. Offers subject to slates end endoblast

IC-T81E Available
separately at C249.
IC - 706 Available
separately at E859.
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• Antenna,
complete
• 120m (394ft)
Kevlar rope 2mm
• 6 aluminium rope
ratchets
• 3 guy anchors

vans

Height
Weight
VSWR
Guying
Guy Anchors
Power handling
Radials
Antenna Base
Shipping length
Max tube length
Feeding

160, 80, 40 mtrs
with tuner (not supplied)
26.7 mtrs (87.6 H)
13kg (28.61b) (without base)
1815 to 1900kHz < 2.1
Kevlar ropes (2mm( 3 points
3 pieces, zinc plated
5kW PEP
Not included
Type A
+ delivery
6.1 metres (20ft)
6m (19.7ft)
• 160m: electrically via loading coil or
Tuning Unit (both additionally available
• 160m, 80m, 40m: Tuning Unit available
with relays switching (5kW available)
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£57

160, 80, 40 mtrs with tuner (not
supplied)
20.5 mtrs (67.3 ft)
Height
10.5kg (23.11b) (without base)
Weight
Delivery
3.5 to 3.8MHz < 1.8 to 1 (no switching
VSWR
includes:
between SSB/CW necessary)
• Antenna,
Kevlar ropes (2mm) 3 points
Guying
3 pieces, zinc plated
complete
Guy Anchors
• 100m (32811) Power handling 5kW PEP
Not included
Radials
Kevlar rope 2mm
Type A
Antenna Base
+ delivery
• 6 aluminium rope
6.1 metres (20(t)
Shipping length
ratchets
Max tube length 6m (19.7h)
• 80m: Direct via coax cable (5012)
• 3 guy anchors
Feeding
• 80m, 40m: Tuning Unit available for
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5kW (not included
for every
• 160m, 80m, 40m: Tuning Unit
are a MUST
.
available with relays switching 2kW
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Kenwood's TS-870S gives you something called an Intelligent Digital Enhanced
Communications System.
Or to put it another way, you can talk to someone halfway round the world and it'll
feel like they're in the room with you.

If you've never tried a digital HF transceiver before, you won't believe just how well
CAR find a signal that's almost buried in noise. And becau s e its made
by Kenwo6d. reliability can be taken for granted, too.

the TS-870S

Features? High frequency DSP for post-IF signal processing, high-speed PC control,
operations
automatic antenna tuner, a built-in KI LogiKev for a full range of Cr . t
features, 101,0 memory channels...and that's just a taste. Your nearest dealer has the full
specification.
Best of all, the TS-8705 gives you all this at a price that's amazing value. So you can
talk to the world without getting any interference. Even front your bank manager.
For more information on the TS-870S phone 01923 212044.

KENWOOD

*YA.B su
NEW QUADRA SYSTEM AMPLIFIER
HF/6M AMPLIFIER
With Matching VP-1000 Power Supply

Yaesu is proud to announce the new QUADRA SYSTEM H.F.+ 6-Meter Amplifier.
This new Amplifier is in a class by itself with state-of-the-art features such as a
full 1KW power output, Multi-Function Omni-Glow LCD Display, 4 Antenna Outputs
and 2 Antenna Inputs. This new QUADRA SYSTEM Amplifier is designed to match and
compliment the FT-1000/D, FT-1000MP and FT-920 HF radios.
These exciting new Amplifiers are now available through your authorised
Yaesu Dealers.
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FEATURES
•

1000 WATTS POWER OUTPUT @ 220 VAC (500 WATTS ON 6-METERS)

•

TX Range: 160 — 10 / 6 Meter Amateur Bands

•

Large Dot-Matrix LCD Display Features The Worlds First Panoramic SWR Monitor

•
•
•

Power Supply and Amplifier are Separate for easier installations

•

8 x MRF150 Power MOS FET

•

2 Input and 4 Output Antenna Jacks for Versatile Operation

BERU 2000
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Automatic System Monitoring with VSWR Protection

COMMONWEALTH CONTEST FROM BERMUDA
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Ultra High Speed Antenna Tuner w/ Multi-Band Memory
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•

Direct Air Flow Cooling System for Efficient Dissipation of Heat

•

Automatic Bandswitching w/ FT-1000D, FT-1000MP, FT-920,
FT-990, FT-900C/AT

•

Size: (each) 410 W x 135 H x 410 D mm \(16 1/4" W x 5 3/8" H x 16 1/4" D)

•

Weight:VL-1000 Amp = 15 kg, VP-1000 Power Supply= 12 kg

•

Optional Mounting rack avaiable to combine the VL-1000 and the VP-1000

Please note: VL-1000 and VP-I000 are not sold separately.

YAE SU
Yaesu UK Ltd, Unit 12 Sun Valley Business Park, Winnall Close, Winchester,
Hampshire 5023 OLB. Telephone: 01962 866667 Facsimile: 01962 856801.
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Feeders, cable, connectors
RG213 Mil spec (/m)
RG58stranded core(/m)
RG174 miniature (/m)
450 ohm slotted twin
300 ohm slotted twin
75 ohm twin (400Watts)
16swg H/D copper (/m)
Polyprop egg insulator
Ribbed poly. Insulator
Dipole centre box
Dipole centre "T" piece
PL259 for RG213
PL259/6 for RG58
S0239 in line socket
BNC 50ohm plug RG58
N plug 50ohm RG213
" " " rt. Angled
N plug 50ohm RG58
PL259/PL259 lm lead

G3TUX
The ORP Component Co.
01428 661501 g3tux0aol.com
PO Box 88,

Haslemere, GU27 2RF
Keys and Keyers
R A Kent
Pump kit

Pump assembled
KT1 "pro" pump
Twin paddle kit
" assembled
"
Single paddle kit
"
" assembled
EK4 iambic keyer
EK4M memo keyer
EK4 memory upgrade
Iambic keyer kit
Touch twin keyer kit

£43.50
£56.50
£65.50
£56.50
£69.50
£48.50
£59.50
£47.50
£73.50
£29.50
£15.00
£27.90

Swedish Pump Key
Pederson DK1000

(Ns and BNC have captive pins-mostly
Greenpar Macom)

£99.95

Bencher
BY1 twin (black base)
BY2 twin (chrome)
ST1 single (black)
ST2 single (chrome)

8 pin mic plug
8 pin mic line receptacle
8 pin mic lm extn. lead
RJ45 plug
RJ45 plug (CAT 5)
2.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm stereo j. plug
3.5mm stereo scmd jp
1/4" mono jack plug
'A" stereo jack plug
'A" mono scmd j. plug
VI" stereo scmd j. plug
Adaptor VS" to 3.5 stereo
Adaptor 3.5 to 1/4" stereo
Adaptor 1/4" to phone
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 3.5
Combiner 2x 'A" to 'A"
Combiner 2x 3.5 to' "

£79.95
£89.95
£79.95
£89.95

Logikey

K3 keyer
Superkeyer 3 kit

£129.95
£59.95

Samson
ETM SQ twin paddle
£39.95
ETM9C X3 keyer - with built
in paddles
£129.95
ETM9C X3 fitted with Schurr
Paddles
£199.95
ETM9COG X3 keyer without
Paddles
£109.95
NB Samson ETM9 keyers use the SK3 chip

Schurr
Profi twin paddle
Portabel "midi" twin
Twin mechanism without
Base
Twin mechanism for ETM
Keyers (ETM5 on)
Pump mahogany base

£129.95
£119.95

£1.50
£2.50
£8.50
£0.25
£0.50
£0.20
£0.25
£0.60
£0.85
£0.65
£0.75
£0.95
£1 .25
£0.95
£0.95
£1 .25
£1 .40
£1.50
£1.50

(combiners/adaptors are stereo)
lm key/paddle leads 2+screen

-3.5mm screened plug
-1/4" screened plug
Red/Black twin power cables
8 Amp £0.35 20Amp

£74.95
£79.95
£139.95

£3.50
£3.75
£0.55/m

VAT included - P&P extra

Spares for keys stocked and repairs undertaken
2

£0.75
£0.35
£0.40
£0.70
£0.65
£0.30
£0.25
£0.60
£0.75
£3.25
£3.00
£0.65
£0.65
£1 .95
£1.50
£1 .95
£2.50
£1.95
£3.50
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CDXC GOODS

CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
EDITORIAL

The following CDXC goods are available from the Secretary.
PAPERWEIGHT
This is a square marble effect paperweight, fitted on the front face with an enamel
CDXC logo. As this item is heavy it is not available mail order, but can be purchased at
the various functions, e.g. RSGB HF Convention, CDXC AGM, etc.
KEY FOB
This is an imitation black leather fob fitted with an enamel CDXC logo.
RUBBER STAMP
This is a rubber hand-stamp with the CDXC logo. Use for all your amateur radio
correspondence.
REPLACEMENT MEMBERSHIP BADGE
Replacement membership badges can be provided on request in the event of loss or
change of call sign. As the engraving of badges is normally undertaken in batches,
delivery may extend to a number of weeks.
PRICING
Paperweight:
Key Fob:
Rubber Stamp:
Replacement Badge:

£2.50
£1.50
£5.00
£2.50

not available mail order
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK

PAYMENT
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to CDXC and drawn on a UK
bank. No foreign cheques please. Send your payment to:
Barry Cooper, G4RKO
9 Fieldfare
Sandy
Beds
SG19 2UZ
UK
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Don Field, G3XTT

After a slow start to the year, April proved
to be my most productive month on the
bands in a very long time, and May is set to
follow in its footsteps. I hope other members
found the same. VP6BR was still active, and
gave me a few new slots (though, unlike
G3SED and maybe others, I can't claim to
have worked him on 9 bands). There were
several new islands (ZS31ER, E29DX,
9G5MD, FK8KAB/P, AYON/X, etc.). 4W
(East Timor) was all over the bands, and
there was a surprise appearance by a
German group from 70, which gave me a
few new band countries plus a new one on
RTTY (although, at the time of writing,
there appears to be a question about the
necessary written authority). BQ9P did a
great job, filling in some of my missing
slots, I finally worked VKOMM on CW, and
there was a miscellany of other useful ones.
However, May is when the real action
started. Bhutan has long been a bugbear of
mine; I never seem to have been in the right
place at the right time when it has been
activated so that, other than P5, it remained
my only missing country. I was away in the
USA over the Bank Holiday weekend, but
took a day off on the following Thursday in
lieu of Bank Holiday Monday (I was
working in the US, which doesn't recognise
that particular holiday), and worked A52A
on 4 bands and 2 modes in a 24-hour period.
As at the time of writing, I have them, along
with Jim A52JS, on 7 bands and 3 modes,
and hope to at least fill in 80m, if not 160m
within the next few days (on the evening of
Saturday 6'h May the 20m SSB operator told
me they already had 40,000 QSOs in the
log, despite being limited to barefoot
operation — quite an achievement). I can also
look forward to filling some other muchneeded slots with Willis Island, due up

around 12th May, and FW, around the same
time.
One of the effects of my session working A5
was to realise yet again how handy it is to be
at home on a weekday! The pile-ups are less
intense, and it's much easier to get through.
I also worked 9N7YT for a new RTTY
"entity" the same day. If only I could win a
million on the lottery!
Summer Events

A plug here for the Summer Social, which
follows the AGM (see notice on page 7) at
Neville's QT11. As well as being a fun
occasion, you can sample the excellent
facilities at Further Felden, which not only
includes a swimming pool and tennis court,
but hot and cold running four-square for
80m and an array of other fine hardware
sufficient to whet the appetite of every
serious DXer and XYL!
I wonder whether any members are fluent in
German as well as English. We have an
article for the July Digest about last year's
German DXpedition to T30 and T33. It runs
to about 4 pages in all and needs to be
translated. Any volunteers please?
Finally, I seem to be out of Member Profiles
again. I know these are popular with the
membership, so please don't be modest —
send your own along if you haven't already
done so. I have also received a suggestion
about having an occasional Member's
Station piece as well. This, too, sounds like
a good idea. Send details of your station,
with photo(s) if possible, but perhaps do
more than that. How has your station
evolved over the years, and why? Why did
you go for those particular antennas and
gear? What might you do differently if you
were starting again. Of course, this could all
be wrapped in your more general Member's
Profile in any case.
73 Don G3XTT

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

A reminder that the AGM and Summer
Social will be held here at Further Felden on
Saturday 1 July. The AGM starts at noon
sharp and usually finishes well before I pm.
Trish and I look forward to meeting many
members again; please bring your children the swimming pool should be very warm by
then. It helps Trish and I enormously to
know how many are coming well in advance
so please get in touch with Barry G4RKO if
you plan to come. A flyer is enclosed with
this Digest.

by around 630. Wayne N7NG made a
presentation on the Chesterfield DXpedition
TXODX. It was interesting to note how
many of the maps and atlases were wrong
on this one. Most showed some islands
between the Chesterfields and New
Caledonia and, if these had existed, then the
Chesterfields would not have qualified as a
new DXCC entity. These islands do not
exist (even the Times Atlas got it wrong!)
although I gather this error has been
corrected in the latest edition.

Visalia 2000

The Sunday morning buffet breakfast was
also well attended. There was a "Who
wants to be a DX Millionaire" contest as
well as talks on the Myanmar DXpedition
XZOA by Warren K7WX and Dan NA7DB
and on the R1MVR M-V Island contest
DXpedition by Terry K6JL.

I visited the 2000 International DX
Convention at Visalia, California again this
year. This was organised by the Southern
California DX Club. There were a number
of CDXC members there including Martin
G3ZAY (the only other G), Fred K3ZO, Jim
W6CF and Phil 9M6CT. There were less
amateurs from outside the US than in the
past — about 10 altogether. I think the main
reason for this is that the Dayton
Hamvention used to be within a week of
Visalia and therefore overseas visitors could
easily visit both. Nowadays, Dayton and
Visalia are five weeks apart (Dayton was
moved to a later date to get better weather)
and hence, it is not really practical for most
overseas amateurs to visit both conventions.

One of the highlights of Visalia is the raffle
with some really excellent prizes. There was
a pre-registration prize of an Icom IC-706
transceiver, the banquet grand prizes were a
Kenwood TS950SDX transceiver, an Alpha
Power 99 amplifier, a TX 455 tower from
US Towers and a Force 12 C31XR beam.
The Sunday breakfast grand draw prize was
a FT-1000D transceiver. I would have
thought that well in excess of 10,000 tickets
were sold at $1 each. The whole event was
well organised and most enjoyable.

There was an excellent programme which
included the following:
•

DX Forum moderated by Vince K5VT

•

The 2000 DXpedition to Clipperton
(FOOAAA)) by John N7CQQ

•

PSK31 by Dave NT1N

•

Stacked Yagis by Jay WXOB

•

1999 — Borneo DXpedition by Bob
N200 and Jani YBOUS

•

East Timor by Bernie W3UR

"DXpeditioning — Behind the Scenes"

I had great fun selling our new book
"DXpeditioning — Behind the Scenes" at
Visalia. This was published a week or so
before the convention and I took 60 copies
with me. Martin and I distributed around
300 flyers to those attending the DX forums
and Vince K5VT (a member of the Spratly
team) gave the book a really good plug at
the DX Forum which he moderated. All 60
books were sold by the middle of the
Saturday afternoon — this was extremely
pleasing as producing this book has been a

The Saturday evening banquet was attended
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DX AND CONTEST CALENDAR
(tnx 425 DX News for most of this)

01/01-31/12 IOTA 2000 (http://www.cdxc.org.uk )
till 31/12 3Z, HB2, 9AY2K, IIOCV, HF7OPZK, etc. special Millennium stations & prefixes
till ?? 4W6SP: East Timor by 9A4SP
till July A45ZN: Oman
till ?? A52JS: Bhutan by VK9NS
till August FH/TU5AX: Mayotte (AF-027) by 6W1QV
till ?? HFOPOL: South Shetlands (AN-010) by SP3GVX
till ?? JX7DFA: Jan Mayen (EU-022) by LA7DFA
till July TT8JLB: Chad by F5BAR
till Dec VKOMM: Macquarie Island
01/05-31/07 3ZOMM: special event station (Poland)
01/05-31/07 VR2K: special Millennium call (Hong Kong)
05/05-30/05 J430: special event station (Greece)
10/05-31/05 SV8/DL6UCW: EU-072
11/05-23/05 FW/G3TXF and FW/G3SXW: Wallis Island (OC-054)
19/05-25/05 JW5LJA, JW7FJA, JW8LGA: Svalbard by LAs
20/05-21/05 Baltic Contest
20/05 European Sprint Spring CW Contest
22/05-27/05 SU9DX or 6VOTA: Giftun Island (AF-???) by Is
23/05-06/06 JT1Y & JUlY: Momgolia by IOSNY and others
25/05-29/05 F5XX/p: Fort Brescou (EU-148) by Fs
26/05-29/05 GOWRE/p, GOVBD/p, GOVAX/p: Hilbre Island (EU-120)
27/05-28/05 MCOCDX: St Tudwal's Islands (EU-106) by Gs
27/05-28/05 CQ WW WPX Contest (CW)
29/05-08/06 OY/DL2SWW, DL2VFR, DG2TM: Faeroe Islands (EU-018)
30/05-06/06 JA6GXK: Danjo Archipelago (AS-056)
31/05-04/06 KHO/JA1XGI: Saipan, Northern Marianas (OC-086)
May-Oct SV5: Dodecanese (EU-001) by IK2WZD
May UA: Ushakova (AS-???) and Uedineniya (AS-057) islands
01/06-30/06 SWL Multi-Mode Contest
01/06-05/06 IL7/IK4GLV, IK4THF, IK4JPR, IK4RUX: Tremiti (EU-050)
07/06-14/06 9A10C and 9A7K/p: Palagruza Island (EU-090) by 9As
09/06-11/06 MJ/F5TJP/p: Les Minquiers Plateau (EU-099)
16/06-18/06 MMOBQI/p: Summer Isles (EU-092)
18/06-24/06 5H3/PA3GIO: Mafia Island (AF-054)
22/06-24/06 HAMFEST (Friedrichshafen, Germany)
25/06-01/07 5H1/PA3GIO: Pemba Island (AF-063)
30/06-11/07 JA6GXK: Danjo Archipelago (AS-056)
01/07-10/07 513A and 5I3B: Yambe Island (AF-???) by A4s
03/07-11/07 KL: St. Lawrence Island (NA-040) by DLlYMK
03/07-07/07 ZK1AXU: Rarotonga (OC-013), South Cook Is by PA3AXU
06/07-10/07 CY9: St. Paul Island (NA-094) by WV2B, AI5P, KE1AC
08/07-15/07 ZKlAXU: Penrhyn (OC-082), North Cook Is by PA3AXU
09/07-17/07 UA4FWD/0: Begichev Island (AS-???)
15/07-20/07 ZKlAXU: Rarotonga (OC-013), South Cook Is by PA3AXU
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impressions of operating from that part of
the world. The major activity in the
Commonwealth Contest is, of course, from
Canada and the UK, and I was ideally
located (see also Bob G3PJT's comments on
location in the previous article). With 100
watts and a simple antenna I was obviously
making a decent impression on the bands,
though it was obvious early on that
5B4AGC, VP5C and ZF2NT, at the very
least, were going to be unbeatable from my
modest station.
I was particularly struck with the strength of
the G stations an hour or so before my
sunset on 40m. G3LIK was first into the log,
at 2134, followed rapidly by a bunch of
others.

good run for his money, and I do wonder
how I would have got on with a higher
antenna and a linear. However, where I lost
out was on the high bands where a beam (as
well as a linear) would have made a
significant difference. A beam, anyway, as
it's worth noting that the power limit in
Bermuda is 100 watts.
QSO count in the contest was as follows
(band QSOs, bonuses):
80
81
21
40
147 35
20
224 49
15
140 37
10
130 20
Total 722 162 claimed score 6850
After the contest I had a last little fling on
17 metres, before dismantling the station
and heading back to Hamilton to join my
colleagues (one was celebrating her
birthday, and we were all heading out to
lunch together).
I ended with just over 1100 QSOs in total,
so it felt as though the effort involved in
taking the rig all that way had been
worthwhile. And even by the time I arrived
home a few days later the QSLs had started
to arrive.
Incidentally, it was interesting to see how
many logging programs seemed to have
difficulty with the callsign, with cards
arriving, often with an apologetic note,
printed out for VP9/G3XTT even though I
had at all times signed G3XTTNP9 which
was quite clearly what appeared on my
licence (Ed VP9GE told me that many
visiting hams do sign VP9/homecall to
overcome any confusion, and the licensing
authorities and Bermudan hams are happy to
accept this, but the licence itself is quite
clear).
If any of you do get the opportunity to
operate from VP9, then go for it. Licensing
is easy, propagation is great, and Ed is the
ideal host.

Murphy strikes

All went swimmingly until I tried to QSY to
80m. Although the SWR had looked, and
still looked fine, the rig just wouldn't load
into the Windom. I can only assume that
there was some sort of complex impedance
which it didn't like.
What to do? Well, it looked as though the
fishing pole was going to come in useful
after all. I assembled it, cut a wire for the
radiator and a bunch of radials, and set the
whole system up in the dark. I was
convinced that this makeshift arrangement
wouldn't cut the mustard. In the event,
though, I made 81 QSOs on 80, despite
heading off to bed for a few hours in the
middle of the night. I still didn't rate this
achievement until I got home and compared
notes with Bob, who was collecting claimed
scores. It seems I did a lot better on 80 that
many entrants, including Bob himself. I was
obviously far enough away from the
Caribbean to have less trouble from static,
though it didn't seem like that at the time,
especially as one US station called me and
berated me for not having a receiver —
apparently there were several VK/ZL
stations calling me at the time, and I simply
couldn't hear them at all.
Even on 40 I appear to have given Bob a

73 Don G3XTT
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real labour of love! There is much more
about the book later in this Digest and an
order form is included. The various authors
have waived their fees and all the surpluses
from the sales of the book are going to fund
future DXpeditions. The feedback so far has
been excellent and review copies have been
sent to most of the major radio publications
and other potential stockists throughout the
world.
Bhutan

We have recently agreed to make
contributions to both the forthcoming
DXpeditions to Bhutan. One, A52A, is by a
large multi-national team and the other is by
Jim VK9NS. Jim is of course an honorary
member of CDXC and has for many years
been working with the Bhutan authorities to
open up this much-needed country to
amateur radio. Congratulations to Jim — it is
great that all this work has borne fruit. Here
are some details from QRZ DX:
"The Kingdom of Bhutan has completed the
long awaited Telecommunications Act of
2000 which authorises amateur radio. An
international team has been invited by the
Ministry of Communications for the initial
introduction of amateur radio in Bhutan,
May 1-12, 2000. The goal will be to give as
many DXers as possible the opportunity for
this second most wanted country. Initial
emphasis will be on the primary bands. All
bands and modes will be active, but after the
initial demand has been met, more emphasis
will be placed on the low bands. RTTY and
WARC bands will be emphasized from the
beginning. Later in the operation there will
be simplex operation on the higher bands for
those without dual VFO capabilities. Three
CW, three SSB and one RTTY station will
be active around the clock. Operators
include: 9V1YC, JA3IG, JA3USA, JF1IST,
K3VN, K4UEE, NOMJ, N1DG, OH2BU,
ON4WW, RA3AUU, UA3AB, WOW and
W3WL (Wes, a CDXC member). QSL cards
will be available at Dayton."

Willis Island

We are also making a contribution to the
forthcoming Willis Island DXpedition. The
last major DXpeditions to Willis were in
1992 and 1997. This is another much needed
country — here are some details from the
DXpedition web page:
"Willis Island is a tiny coral island in the
Coral Sea off the North Queensland coast of
Australia.
A meteorological station was established
there in 1921, and the station is currently a
vital link in Australia's cyclone warning
network. A group of Australian amateur
radio operators has been granted permission
to visit Willis in May 2000 for a
"DXpedition". They will install and operate
amateur radio transmitters to communicate
with other amateurs all round the world. The
group will use a sailing catamaran as their
transport to and from the island, and as their
offshore floating "hotel" while they are
staying there. The 43' catamaran "Bach and
Byte" is fully equipped for long-distance
cruising.
The operators are: VK2ICV - Nick Hacko,
VK4APG - Peter Garden ,VK4BKM - Alan
Meek, VK4DH - David (aka Harry) Holton,
and VK4ZEK - David Gemmel! - Skipper of
Bach and Byte. The plans of the group
include future DXpeditions to other remote
South Pacific and Indian Ocean Islands and
reefs. These include Marquesas Is, Austral
Is, North Cook, Kingman Reef, Tokelau Is,
Vanuatu, Eastern Kiribati, Baker-Howland
Is, Kermadec Is, Tuvalu, Mellish Reef,
Temotu (Santa Cruz Islands), and Conway
Reef"
Penallt Trophy

Congratulations to John GW3JXN and to
Scotty WK3N who share the Penallt Trophy
this year. They each worked 135 countries
on the LF bands in January. Congratulations
to John and Scotty.
Annual Dinner

The Annual Dinner in March passed off

smoothly. There were 42 present and Steve
G4EDG gave an excellent talk on last year's
"Double-Trouble" T31/ZK3 DXpedition.
Thanks to Barry G4RK0 for organising the
dinner and to Steve G4JVG for the photos.
The bar remained open well into the night!
Finally, an admin matter. We have received
three reports from members who have
received envelopes without the March
Digest. It seems some of the self-seal

envelopes did not seal properly. If any
member did not receive a March Digest,
please get in touch with me - I have some
spare copies.
I look forward to seeing many members at
the AGM and Summer Social on 1 July.
Please return the enclosed flyer to Barry as
soon as possible - this helps us enormously.
Thanks.

New Member List at 8 May, 2000

A warm welcome to the following, who have joined since the last Digest:
Call (*Badge)
G4CWD
G4EDG
G4FKH
MOBOB
MWOLPZ

Worked
200+
338
200+
112+
129

Name
Les Bagnall
Steve Taylor
Gwyn Williams
Bob Adlington
Richard Roberts

Location
Derby
Exeter
Chelmsford
Romford
Llandysul, Carmarthenshire

CDXC MOST WANTED
Peter Chadwick, G3RZP

Ed collected me from my hotel on the
Friday evening and we drove out to his
QTH. I was amused at the number of people
who seemed to know him, from the porters
and taxi drivers at my hotel to various
people who waved as we drove across the
island. I suppose someone as outgoing as
Ed, who has lived all his life in this small
community (60,000 population), is bound to
know a fairly high percentage of the
population. We stopped en route so that I
could buy some supplies for the weekend,
and I was all set. The apartment was ideal,
with plenty of space, an operating desk, and
a Carolina Windom which just needed
hauling back into the air, and I was all set to
do some operating. The antenna showed a
low SWR on all bands, so everything looked
promising for the Commonwealth Contest.
Naturally I couldn't wait to get on the air,
and was soon running some lively pile-ups
on 17 and 20 metres.
I didn't want to wear myself out, so turned
in at 0200 (1000pm local) with 350 QSOs in
the log.
The Commonwealth Contest starts at
midday GMT, which was 0800 local on the
Saturday. I got off to a lively start on 20
metres, with plenty of VE activity, some
VKs, etc, and eventually an opening to the
UK. Bruce, ZF2NT, was an early bonus on
10m, and we QSYed to 15, 20 and 40 in
quick succession.
My morning activities did receive one
interruption, albeit very welcome. My
colleagues had rented scooters for the
weekend (car hire isn't available in
Bermuda) and decided to drop in on me and
see how things were going. They weren't
able to follow the CW, so I took time out to
work a couple of US stations on SSB, to
demonstrate amateur radio. Once my
colleagues went on their way it was back to
the contest.

carrying case, which also contains a Bencher
paddle, microphone, headphones, etc;
everything you need, in fact, other than the
antenna and feeder. For the latter I took
along my 10m fibreglass pole (as sold by
DK9SQ), a reel of wire and miscellaneous
tools, connectors, etc. Logging would be on
my laptop, using CT.
We (I was with several colleagues) arrived
in Bermuda the weekend before the contest,
and I had little opportunity for the first few
days to think about radio, as we had a full
programme of meetings. In fact it was
Thursday, just two days before the contest,
that I managed to get to the licensing office.
Lo and behold, the lady on the front desk
said she had been expecting me, and had my
FAX in her in-tray! She was then most
apologetic that it took a full ten minutes to
issue my licence - it was only the second
she had issued with her new computer
system, which was giving her problems.
Incidentally, there is no charge for the
licence.
Where to Operate?

Peter, G3RZP, kindly undertook a survey of CDXC's Most Wanted DXCC entities. Although
the response was limited, the results will be of interest. A5 shoukd soon drop down the table,
and 70 may already have done so although there is a lingering issue of whether the recent
operation will be accepted by the DXCC desk. Here are the results from Peter:
1.P5 (of course!)
2. 70, A5, VU4
3.KH5K, KH7K
4. 3Y/B, CEO/X, KHI, KP I , VK9M, ZL8
5. 3Y/P, BS7, FR/J, K119, KP5, T31, 119, VP8G, VP8O, VU7, ZK3
6.3CO3 FR/T, JD/MT, K115, ST, T33, VKO/H, VKO/M, VP8/SS
7. 3D2/C, F00, FR/G, JD/O, KH3, K114, PYO/T, VP6, XF4, YVO, ZK1/N, ZS8
8. 3B6, 3B9, 3D2/F, 3D2/R, 7P, C2, CEO/Y, CEO/Z, FK, FO/A, FO/M, FT8W, FT8X, KH8,
PYO/S, STO, T30/W, TG, TY, VK9N, XT, XW, YJ, ZK1/S
Although a small sample, it's rather interesting how far down some are (such as VKOM, 3Y/P)
and how high some others are (K.1-19, TI9). It seems that I wasn't the only one who missed the
KH7K expedition the other year - I was on holiday at the time. 4W East Timor and TX0
Chesterfield Island don't appear, of course. I'm a bit surprised that Mount Athos and 4UIUN
don't figure either, while for South Georgia to be higher than South Sandwich is a real surprise!
Of course, 70, A5, CEOX, VP6 and FOO have all been activated very recently, so these should
head south in any future survey.
73 de Peter G3RZP

All I needed now was a QTH. As I was on
the 6th floor of one of the smartest hotels in
Hamilton I felt that this would not be ideal. I
was half hoping I could operate from the
home of one of my colleagues who is now
working in Bermuda and has a lovely
waterfront house with large gardens, but this
was thwarted when I discovered that he was
flying back to the UK for a short holiday. In
the event I called Ed Kelly VP9GE, who has
a couple of apartments which he rents.
Several people who had operated from
Bermuda had recommended Ed to me, and
he proved to be an ideal choice. Ed lives in
Hamilton Parish (not to be confused with
the town of Hamilton, which is the capital of
the island). Ed's QTH is on the north coast
of Bermuda, with a wonderful sea take-off
to Europe and North America. He has a
station of his own, but there are separate
antennas available for use by visiting
amateurs.

General Impressions

I don't intend to give a blow by blow
account of the contest, just some general
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coming up incorrectly, with the
embarrassing result that I called a few
people who then turned out to be dupes,
whoops!
VP5C score looks like :80 40 20 15 10 All Total
Q/Bonus 54/19 167/39 235/56 221/58
206/43 883/215 8715
Mixing a family holiday with a contest like
BERU is pretty easy. The contest only takes
24 hours and is a lot of fun. Great scores are
made from the Med, 5B4 and 9H1, and
further afield, Africa, 9G, CS and Indian
Ocean 3B8, S7 and of course, VP9 and the
many Caribbean members of the
Commonwealth.

It's not generally known that BERU
weekend is very close to Commonwealth
Day which is scarcely mentioned here in the
UK but is often a public holiday elsewhere
in the Commonwealth. I thought the Queen's
message was very appropriate this year :Comments from Her Majesty the Queen,
Commonwealth Day message, March 13th
2000, 'It is highly appropriate that the theme
of Commonwealth Day at the start of the
new Millennium should be The
Communications Challenge what matters
most is what we say to each other.' Excerpt
from article in Turks and Caicos local paper.
Raw Scores on the webpage :http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages
/Bob_G3PJT/

on)

CHILTERN DX CLUB
The UK DX

NOTICE OF ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

Foundation

As required by paragraph 8 of the CDXC Constitution, notice is hereby given that the 2000
Annual General Meeting will be held at 12 noon on Saturday July 1st, at the QTH of Neville
Cheadle, G3NUG, Further Felden, Longcroft Lane, Felden, Hemel Heampstead, HP3 OBN.
AGENDA

1. Apologies for absence
2. Acceptance of the minutes of the 1999 AGM

Commonwealth Contest from Bermuda

3. Chairman's Report

Don Field, G3XTT

Once upon a time UK stations could dream
of winning the Bermuda contest and being
rewarded with a trip to Bermuda to collect
their winner's trophy. That was always my
dream, but never a reality! Bermuda seemed
destined to remain a dream, as it's pretty
expensive to travel and stay there under your
own steam.
However, the dream became reality this
March when I was sent to Bermuda for a ten
day business trip. As this meant spending a
weekend on the island I obviously made a
quick check of the contest calendar and
discovered I would be there for the
Commonwealth Contest, which was
fortuitous, to say the least. A few e-mails to
friends who had operated from VP9 elicited
useful information about licensing, plus
some local contacts on the island who might
prove useful. The immediate concerns were
to set the licensing process in motion and to
consider what I might reasonably take along
by way of equipment and antennas.
As far as the former was concerned, I
FAXed an application to the telecomms

people in Bermuda, but only a few days
before my trip with the result that I had
heard nothing by the time I left the UK. I
was assured by those in the know that this
wouldn't be a problem as licences are issued
on the spot. Indeed, the licensing people
pride themselves on being able to issue
licences in 15 minutes or less, mainly for the
benefit of visiting cruise ship passengers
who have only a few hours ashore and want
to be able to say they operated from
Bermuda.
The Station

With regard to equipment, I was planning on
taking my IC-735, but the power unit
doesn't readily modify for 110 volt
operation (most things in Bermuda follow
the US standards, though they do drive on
the left!). However, fortune once again
stepped in and I was able to relieve Gwyn
G4FKH of one of the IOTA FT-900's which
he had just been using in 3B8. This was the
first time I had seen one of these IOTA
stations, which comes in a waterproof
(indeed, pretty much everything-proof)
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4. Secretary's Report
5. Treasurer's Report
6. Election of New Committee
7. Election of Auditor
8. Any Other Business
Note that all committee members shall resign at the Annual General Meeting and, if they so
wish, be eligible for re-election. Therefore nominations are required for all committee positions.
Nominations and items for AOB must he given to the Secretary prior to the commencement of

the AGM.

Barry Cooper, G4RKO
Secretary, Chiltern DX Club
May 2000

"DXPEDITIONING - BEHIND THE SCENES"

You will have read about this comprehensive new book in Neville's piece. To give you a better
flavour of what is included, here is a chapter by chapter breakdown. You will realise from the
following that this is a book which should be on the shelves of each and every CDXC member!
And, of course, by buying a copy you help to fund future DXpeditions.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER 2: PROJECT PLAN

Define the objectives of the DXpedition very carefully at the outset. Draft budgets early on and
prepare a planning network. Establish an effective planning process and consider the feasibility
of having an advance party. Prepare detailed plans for both installation and breaking down.
Establish a central master file for all correspondence.
CHAPTER 3: MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

All DXpeditions should be 'marketed' in some way. For the one-man holiday DXpedition, a
simple note of dates, callsign, bands, modes and QSL information to DX bulletins should be
sufficient, but for the major DXpedition a more targeted marketing strategy is called for. Send
press releases well in advance and include national radio society journals on the mailing list as
they reach a far wider audience than 'hard-core' DXers. Be honest: don't set too high
expectations which cannot then be achieved. Consider setting up a web site for the DXpedition.
Give publicity to your sponsors; they deserve it and you may want to use them again!
CHAPTER 4: LICENSING AND PERMITS

• The CEPT Licence allows operation from over 100 DXCC entities and numerous RSGB
IOTA island groups with the minimum of licensing formalities.
• Licensing in many other countries can be a slow and frustrating experience; allow plenty of
time prior to your DXpedition in order to obtain your licence.
• Licensing in 'difficult' countries can be helped a lot by having a local agent, a 'man on the
ground' - usually a local amateur who may or may not be part of the DXpedition team, but
who is able to liaise with the licensing authority.
• Many countries prefer to issue a licence to the visiting amateur in person after their arrival in
the country. If this is the case, try to obtain written confirmation (or at the very least a verbal
promise) that a licence will be issued to you before setting out on your DXpedition. It is
generally easier to obtain a licence in person than by post or over the telephone.
• If you are going on a multi-operator DXpedition, check to determine whether each operator
requires an individual licence, or if one group licence will cover everybody. If in doubt,
apply for individual licences for the whole group.
• Licensing is not the only hurdle to overcome: many potential DXpedition locations also
require permits from the police, military, wildlife officers, department of the interior etc.
Ensure you have permission to land on the island and operate from that specific location,
even if you hold a perfectly valid transmitting licence.
• Keep an eye on world politics. A change of government or the easing of relations between
two countries can create the possibility of a licence being issued where earlier there was no
chance. The withdrawal or downsizing of military forces in a particular area may remove the
necessity for military permission where previously this had been the stumbling block.

BERU 2000
Bob Whelan, G3PJT

57, a Force 12 80m dipole, a 10m 3 ele
Yagi, a low 80 dipole and some beverages.
All of these run back into the shack to a
double pole antenna switch box. I took
Steve G4NG's Loudenboomer of which
more later. As usual I did a bit of casual
CW operating outside the contest and was
very surprised at the size of some of the pile
ups especially on 12 , Jody told me that she
didn't operate CW and the contesters who
came didn't operate on the WARC bands
much so that was probably the reason. I did
a bit of 80 m operating too but it didn't seem
to work too well.

For the 'PJT annual BERU pilgrimage we
went to Provodenciales in the Turks and
Caicos group. Having more or less adopted
the policy of not going to the same place
twice for the Commonwealth Contest and
needing somewhere with a station to rent,
we decided to rent Jody's , VP5JM, 'Hamlet'
for a week. To spice things up a bit I
reserved VP5C for the contest only. Licence
costs $25 per call. Jody sorts all that out for
people who stay, all very efficient. I used
VP5/G3PJT outside the contest.
Travel Arrangements

We travelled by taking a Virgin holiday
package to Fort Lauderdale with a side trip
via Miami to VP5 (flight time 1 hour). This
worked out to be the cheapest deal. And we
had an excellent week of relaxation in W4 to
get us in the right mood. Turks and Caicos
is a cluster of islands of which Provo as it is
known is one of the larger. Provo has a ridge
of about 100 feet running along it and is
covered in low scrub. It has a wide lagoon.
Most of the island is under going extensive
property development in a rather
uncontrolled manner, plots were on the
market at $300K, most were empty ! The
beach at Grace Bay is fantastic, very
beautiful with excellent snorkelling, we
were told. The Hamlet is sited on a north
facing slope about 50-100 feet above the
lagoon and set back about 300 feet or so
from the sea edge. The cottage is very
attractively furnished with a lounge/kitchen,
a bedroom with double bed, toilet and
shower and a radio room. On the roof is a
sun deck which has wonderful views of the
bay, very nice for relaxing with a G&T as
the sun goes down. There are a couple of
couches so a 4 person contest group could
fit in. The power is both 110 and 220 volt.
the station has an IC751, various tuners and
quite a variety of antennas, A Mosley Pro

Amplifier Problems

I was going to need the amplifier. However
when I plugged the Loudenboomer in the
neon on the back which checks the mains
earth came on, I didn't feel I could turn the
amp on as it is quite explicit in the operating
instructions to watch this point. Anyway the
amp wasn't mine! However Jody found an
old SB200 which didn't work, but after a bit
of playing with its power supply it came
alive and I was in business. Conditions for
BERU were quite mixed, good HF
conditions, but not much from VK, not one
of my best directions as it happens. 80m was
very noisy and although I could hear a little
'mound' of Gs calling I could only read the
stronger ones, pity. Even skeds with
VK6HD didn't come off. I adopted an
approach of moving every call area I could
except G and VE3 to try and fill up the call
area-band slots earlier this year. ZF2NT, this
years probable winner, was very strong
everywhere, as was Don G3XTTNP9, and
the top of the table is getting more and more
competitive every year.
I used SDC again this year but had problems
with missed bonuses(that NP9 chap again)
and incorrect duping. SD duped OK but the
table of calls worked and not worked kept
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Excerpts from logs must be submitted (only
e-mail or floppy disc) to WRTC2000
Organising Committee, no later than 15th
August 2000.

smooth as possible.
As you're probably aware, the Organising
Committee is covering expenses for
competitors and referees. They should also
send in the requested information, haven't
they done it already. Competitors will reside
in double bed rooms in Astoria and Krim
hotels. If you wish single room or wish to
stay in another hotel, you will have to cover
the difference in price.
All hotels and other buildings at Bled are
within 500 meters and on the shore of lake
Bled. For more information, please visit our
Web page at http://wrtc2000.bit.si or
http://jzap.com/jelcka/wrtc2000/ ("mirror
site" in USA). For any possible questions
you might have, please contact us at
scc@bit.si . Please pass the word on WRTC
activities to your friends, local radio clubs
and other hams.
See you at Bled.
73 Tine Brajnik, S50A, WRTC2000

ATTENTION!

Stations who submit their complete IARU
HF Championship logs via e-mail until 24
UTC, July 9th, 2000, will be automatically
included in above described rankings. Logs
will be used for cross-checking purposes.
Our e-mail address is:
sce@bit.si
73 and please spread the world!
Tine
Brajnik,
S50A,
WRTC2000
Organising Committee, President
WRTC2000
ORGANIZATION
COMMITTEE, COMMUNIQUE No. 14

Ljubljana, 25th April 2000
Decision on the call-signs has been made

quite some time ago, but Ministry for
Transportation and Communications only
issued the bill, making S500A-S599Z series
of calls available to the Organizing
Committee, at the end of March. Special
S5A-S5Z call-signs were also released for
the purpose of promotion of the
WRTC2000. Mentioned short call-signs will
be used by members of the Organizing
Committee all the way until WRTC. Same
calls will also be used in the IARU HFC at
stations with official observers.
The official observers are neither
competitors nor referees. After the contest,
their logs will be used for processing logs of
the WRTC teams. If you wish to operate in
the IARU HFC as an official observer,
please let us know. Send an e-mail to
scc@bit.si
If you intend to come to Bled, please send
an e-mail to scc@bit.si or
borut.farcnik@s5.net and let us know when
you plan to arrive, depart, what kind of
lodging you wish, who is coming with you
and so on. We need all requested
information to make your arrival and stay as

Organising Committee, President
From G3SXW:

This prestigious event takes place in
Slovenia over the weekend of the IARU
RadioSport Contest, on July 8-9th. Some 50
countries will be represented. 'Team UK'
this time is G3SXW and G4BUO. Each
team will be assigned a call-sign consisting
of 'S' then three digits then a one-letter
suffix. Some 2,000 people are expected to
attend. Everyone is welcome to join in the
social activities around Lake Bled.
Two stations are permitted per team and for
maximum contesting efficiency the same rig
should be used. We have one FT 1 000MP
but need to borrow a second one.
Can anyone help? It should be in tip-top
condition, with CW filters, and available
from about June 10th for 4-5 weeks.
Many thanks in advance for any
suggestions.
73 de Roger/G3SXW.
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CHAPTER 5: SPONSORSHIP

Gaining significant sponsorship is a challenging business. Sponsors, particularly those in the
commercial arena, expect some form of return for their investments. Some of the best-known
clubs have developed criteria for evaluating sponsorship requests. If you accept sponsorship be
sure to comply with their conditions. Be certain to process bureau cards. Work hard at
developing relationships with potential sponsors and properly acknowledge all contributions.
CHAPTER 6: PRELIMINARY SITE SURVEY

Try to find someone to undertake a site survey using the sub-headings set out in this chapter.
Think about contingency planning But be flexible and be prepared to change your plans.
CHAPTER 7: TEAM AND MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

A possible structure for the organisation of a major DXpedition is discussed. There is a need for
the core team to encompass a large number of management and technical skills. Try to bring
experienced operators from abroad into the DXpedition team. Bear in mind that not all the
operators may be available throughout the whole period of the DXpedition. Establish 'kingdoms'
and let those responsible get on with their tasks. Formulate a team agreement and set up a sound
international support arrangements. Appoint a competent and experienced pilot.
CHAPTER 8: EQUIPMENT

"There's no going back" for anything forgotten, so it is important to plan well. Check and double
check that no little item has been missed. List everything in an inventory to ensure that all
equipment required is available at the DXpedition destination. Consider whether linear
amplifiers are really necessary. They are heavy to transport and can cause an unacceptable strain
on the electricity supply at more remote locations where generators must be used. Beam
antennas provide similar gain and are also effective on receive. Weigh up the pros and cons of
monobanders compared with tribanders. Take more wire and small coax than you think you will
need in order to make up Beverage receive antennas, additional dipoles etc.
CHAPTER 9: LOGISTICS

Allow enough time for all the preliminary work such as antenna assembly and testing of radios
and computers. Try to avoid multiple shipments. Consider the use of an ATA carnet. Get some
very strong packing cases made, they are a good investment. Note that the total costs of shipping
may be several times higher than the basic freight cost. Take care when chartering aircraft and
ships. The financial aspects of the logistics function are significant — be sure to budget carefully.
Build contingency plans — just in case . . .
CHAPTER 10: RF MATTERS

The likelihood of inter-station interference becomes greater the more stations are in use
simultaneously. With a multi-transmitter DXpedition EMC problems are likely to occur unless
attention is paid to good engineering practices. Preferably use monoband antennas rather than
tribanders or multiband verticals, and try to ensure that beams are at 90 degrees to each other to

reduce inter-station interference. Invest in a good set of bandpass filters, which should be placed
between the transceiver and linear amplifier (if used). The danger of radiating wide-band noise is
reduced further by the use of high-power low-pass filters following the linear amplifiers.
CHAPTER 11: TECHNOLOGY

DXpedition technology has come a long way in the last 10 years and will no doubt go even
further in the next 10. The good DXpeditions will embrace this technology, harness it and
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improve upon it as that is the route to greater QSO tallies and heightened satisfaction amongst
our deserving audience. Technology brings its own challenges, things that can go wrong and
skills that need to be procured. Getting it right is as important as getting the stations working
well or the antennas properly resonant.

QRZ CONTEST
Don Field, G3XTT

CHAPTER 12: PROPAGATION

Take your propagation prediction seriously. Be aware of when in the solar cycle your
DXpedition is being planned. Make your propagation forecasts very early on in the DXpedition
planning and use them to plan the number of stations, number and type of antennas, and number
of members of the DXpedition team required.
Use a computer propagation prediction program, and learn how to interpret the results
intelligently. Obtain a DX Edge, or use Geoclock, for planning low-band openings. Obtain or
make a Great Circle map based on your DXpedition's location. Do not ignore unusual or
unlikely openings to difficult-to-work areas of the world. The most successful DXpeditions
exploit all the band openings and do not just work the easy paths, even if that is where the
greatest QSO numbers are.
Post the times and bands of operation for particular areas of the world on the Internet, preferably
on your own DXpedition web site if you have one, or via the Internet DX bulletins and try to
adhere to the schedules when on the air. But also obtain feedback from 'pilots' and be prepared to
alter your schedules to fit in with actual propagation conditions experienced.
Consider running a beacon, particularly during the period before the DXpedition proper starts,
whilst station assembly and antenna work is taking place. Obtain reports on where and when the
beacon is being heard in order to plan your operating schedules.
CHAPTER 13: SPECIALIST AREAS

There is much that a DXpedition can do to satisfy specialist band and mode needs that will
significantly enhance the overall perception of the operation. These specialisms will almost
certainly add considerably to the logistics of the operation and thus will have to be planned
carefully and thoroughly and, ideally, will require the DXpedition to include operators
experienced in those particular specialisms (but who, of course, can turn their hand to other
bands and modes too).
CHAPTER 14: DXPEDITION MANUAL

The writing of the DXpedition manual was very much a team effort and one that proved to be
extremely valuable to the team. It is a considerable task to create the manual and, by the very
nature of DXpeditioning, every DXpedition manual will be different. It is clearly worthwhile
taking that effort when the end product is, in the words of one of the team members who is a
veteran of many DXpeditions, "...the best organised DXpedition I have ever been on". The
organisers of any major DXpedition should give serious consideration to the creation of their
own DXpedition manual.
CHAPTER 15: THE OPERATION

Decide whether to phase in the stations or whether to use the 'big bang' approach. Decide on the
lengths of a typical shift, design an operator schedule and decide how it will be administered.
Consider the approach to specialist activities such as Top Band and RTTY. Establish a routine
for briefmg all team members and agree the roles of shift leaders. Consider the use of technology
to enable operators to communicate with each other. Establish sound standards and procedures
and make sure that all team members are familiar with them. Work split frequency until the pile10

Roger, G3SXW, who is UK representative
on the CQ Contest Committee, sends some
intersting information about log entries to
the 1999 contest:
"The proportion of entries received
electronically (by e-mail or disk) has
rocketed and that is very good news for
adjudication accuracy.
"We need to encourage the rest to send in
this way even if only a small log.
"73 de Roger/G3SXW."
SSB logs = 4015
CW logs = 3600
Total logs = 7615+ approx for CQWW 1999
This is an increase of about 800 over last
year.
SSB e-logs = 3000 (75%)
CW e-logs = 2650 (74%)
Total e-logs = 5650 (74%)

stations competing. Each team will use
special call with unique prefix from S500AS599Z block, thus making them rather
interesting for prefix hunters.
Each valid contact (duplicate contacts do not
count) with WRTC stations (S500A-S599Z)
brings one (1) point, regardless of mode and
band. Multi and single operator stations
compete in the same ranking. IARU HQ
stations will be ranked separately.
Special WRTC T-shirts will be awarded to
all stations achieving more than:
80 points (DX) and 160 points (EU).
Prizes and certificates will also be awarded
to highest ranking stations:
1st place 2nd and 3rd place
WW plaque + prize certificate + prize
EU plaque + prize certificate + prize
NA plaque + prize certificate + prize
SA plaque + prize certificate + prize
AS plaque + prize certificate + prize
AF plaque + prize certificate + prize
OC plaque + prize certificate + prize
S5 plaque + prize certificate + prize
USA plaque + prize certificate + prize
JA plaque + prize certificate + prize
HQ plaque + prize certificate + prize
Special certificates and practical prizes will
be awarded for:
Worked All WRTC Stations - MIXED
Worked All WRTC Stations - CW
Worked All WRTC Stations - SSB
Worked All WRTC Stations - Single Band
Only one prize is available for same station.

WRTC Latest

The WRTC event gets closer, the first of
these to be hosted from Europe. Here is the
latest, along with a request for assistance
from the UK delegation, to whom we extend
our best wishes.
WRTC2000 ORGANIZATION
COMMITTEE, COMMUNIQUE No. 12

Ljubljana, 4th March 2000
Dear Contesters,
WRTC2000 Organizing Committee has
come up with complete rules for awarding
stations making contacts with WRTC2000
stations. WRTC2000 will be run within
IARU HF CHAMPIONSHIP, with 53
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OC-093 DU2/DL2GAC Batan Island, Batan
Islands (April 2000)

Watch for an announcement in June about
the publication date. Copies will be
available from RSGB, price to be
announced.

up has virtually disappeared. Develop a policy to deal with insurance (duplicate) contacts. Take
a professional approach to still and video filming. Learn your knots. Leave the site tidier than
you found it.

OC-158 H44MS Nggela Sule Isl, Florida
Islands (February 2000)

RSGB HF & IOTA CONVENTION
WINDSOR 2000 «<

OC-202 DX4RIG Tinaga Island, Calagua
Islands (April 2000)

Put the date in your diaries now. This year's
RSGB HF and IOTA Convention will be
held over the period 13, 14 and 15 October
at Old Windsor, Berkshire.

Consider issues such as personal safety, availability of medical facilities, personal fitness,
security and evacuation plans very seriously. Make sure that you have next of kin details for all
members of the DXpedition team. Environmental considerations may affect the operation
significantly. Investigate these matters carefully early on in the planning stage and learn from the
experience of others.

OC-076 YCSXNE Sulabesi Island, Sula
Islands (Feb/March 2000)

OC-231/Prov P29VMS Nissan Island,
Green Islands (March 2000)

An interesting programme, with plenty of
IOTA content, is under preparation with a
number of well-known speakers lined up.
The IOTA Committee will explain the
background to changes and developments in
IOTA as it enters the New Millennium.
More on this later. The Convention Centre is
served by excellent road and rail links and,
for those coming by air, is within easy reach
of London Heathrow Airport. Let's have a
really big IOTA attendance this year. IOTA
enthusiasts planning to come are encouraged
to drop me a note so that we can monitor
likely attendance and plan the IOTA
programme accordingly. Booking
arrangements will be announced later.

SA-050 CE8/R3CA Riesco Island (January
2000)
Checkpoints are not authorised to credit
QSL cards for operations from which
validation material is still awaited.
HONOUR ROLL / ANNUAL LISTING

The Honour Roll and Annual Listings will
this year be published in the July RadCom
issued at the end of June. The later date is
due to the need to give priority to work on
the new IOTA Directory. However, if time
allows, it is envisaged that it may be
possible to put the listings on the RSGB
website in late May once the Directory has
gone to print. Please do not ask about
progress.

The following have indicated that they are
planning to attend: AD5A, CTlEEB,
CT I EEN, DJ8NK, DK I RV, G3OAG,
GJ3LFJ, GM3ITN, I 1 JQJ, IK1ADH,
IKINLZ, JI6KVR, NN2C, ON4XL,
OZ5MJ, W9DC. Guaranteed - there's going
to be a great amount on IOTA to talk about.

NEW IOTA DIRECTORY

The new Directory will be published in the
middle of June. If you are an active IOTA
participant, or indeed a closet island chaser,
you will certainly need a copy. The changes
are sufficiently significant that, without it,
you will be at a real disadvantage. Copyholders will know instantly whether or not
the island worked counts for IOTA because if it is not listed, it probably won't.
Copy-holders will know instantly which
island to target for their next DXpedition no need to check first with IOTA HQ.
Copy-holders will know instantly how to
maximise the use of their time, and to target
their efforts in an effective way to get those
valid IOTA QSLs.

Roger Balister, G3KMA, RSGB IOTA
Manager
Mauro Pregliasco, I1JQJ, RSGB IOTA
Committee Member (Europe)
Past IOTA Notices are available at
http://www.425dxn.org/iota
as well as the 1999 Honour Roll/Annual
Listing and the latest Most Wanted IOTA
Islands Groups listing

CHAPTER 16: LIFE SUPPORT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

CHAPTER 17: FINANCE

The quality of financial planning and control can make or break a DXpedition. It is a fine
balancing act between overrunning the budget on the one hand and making excess profits on the
other. Budgeting accuracy probably has to be better than +/-5% which is a level of accuracy that
a lot of major corporations would be pleased to achieve! Cash flow is the other enemy of the
DXpedition treasurer, where some creative thinking can significantly improve matters.
Identifying potential problems at an early stage is important, time can then be spent finding the
best solution. Sound financial planning is the route to that knowledge.
CHAPTER 18: AFTER THE EVENT

Articles about a DXpedition should be written on a timely basis. Several authors may be willing
to write articles. Select you target magazines carefully and customise the article for the particular
audience. 35mm DXpedition presentations are very popular. Include some background and
statistical slides. High quality videos are difficult to produce and are expensive. Do not forget to
send thank you letters to all those who have supported your DXpedition.
CHAPTER 19: QSLING

It is vital for a DXpedition to appoint a QSL manager who can be relied upon to carry out his
QSLing duties diligently and who is prepared to spend a considerable amount of his spare time
doing so. Each QSL manager works to a series of 'rules', but standards and ethics (e.g. when to
reply direct and when via the bureau) are widely recognised and should be agreed between the
DXpedition leaders and the QSL manager before the operation. Those applying for QSLs should
also follow the 'rules' and in almost all cases will receive their QSLs without an undue delay.
CHAPTER 20: THE SPRATLY ISLAND DXPEDITION STORY - 9MOC

PENALLT TROPHY
Bill Muirhead G3CAQ

Here are the results of the Penallt Trophy for this year. There were five entries in total:
•
•
•
•
•

John E. Tindale GW3JXN 135
James Lee Scott WK3N 135
John Dunnington G3LZQ 130
Roger Western G3SXW 80
Roland Smithers G4HSD 50

Congratulations to the joint winners. It would be nice to have an increase in entries next year —
watch out for the rules to appear in the Digest in due course.
Best wishes de Bill.
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POSTBAG
From Gwyn, G4FKH: The "Dengie Hundred
I acknowledge that a DXCC without QSL
Amateur Radio Society" are mounting a
cards for the year 2000 is a good thing,
DXpedition to the Isle of Skye during the
open to all DXers. Hopefully, it will
week 22nd to 29th July 2000. A rare square
encourage more activity at a time when
will be activated as well as the island. Two
amateur radio seems to be declining.
stations will work SSB and one (mine) will
However there is no indication that this is
work CW all HF bands. The callsign will be
anything other than a Millennium special.
GSOUTT/P, and QSLs will be sent to all
The introduction of a single band DXCC
contacts.
is also a step in the right direction but
why for 20m only. We are promised that
other single band awards will be phased
From Dennis, GOREE:
in. When? Why wait? Radio amateurs are
DX CENTURY CLUB
not kids needing to be fed goodies over a
Am I alone in being very disappointed at
period if they behave themselves! We are
the outcome of the ARRL review of
mature people and that is the problem DXCC? This is the premier award in the
too
many of us are too mature. At the age
world of amateur radio and I really
of 70 years I could be falling off the end
expected greater things to take us into the
of the world of life before I can apply for
Millennium! There have been changes
my DXCC for 12 and 17m!
but, frankly, these are fairly minimal
What would I like to have seen at the end
compared with what they could - and
of the review? Certainly a few more
should - have been!
dramatic changes than those introduced! I
I am a "little DXer! I run 100 watts to a
believe that DXCC has become easier to
Cushcraft R5 vertical, the base of which is
attain over the years. This is not to belittle
about 6ft above the ground. I live in a
it - it still remains the world's most sought
conservation area so the antenna is
after award. However equipment has
painted green to merge with the
become more sophisticated and there are
surrounding trees! My neighbours
many more high powered expeditions so
objected to a three element beam for 6m
reaching the magic 100 entities is not
some years ago. I reckon that there are
quite the same outstanding achievement
many, many more "little" DXers like me
that
it once was. (Worked All States is
around the world than there are "big"
much, much harder!) This is why I
DXers (400 - 1500 watts with large
believe there should have been an
towers and multi-band beams).
expansion in the number of awards to go
I am not jealous of the "big" DXers - just
for.
envious! In fact I am grateful for them
The
following are what I would like to
because, in many cases, I rely upon their
have seen. Although coming from a
strong signals to give me new countries.
"little" DXer they are not all slanted to
There is very little in the new proposals
amateurs in my position, as you will see.
for the "little" DXer, apart from local
checking but this benefits everyone. I
1. DXTCC - DX TREBLE CENTURY
know I was on tenterhooks until my QSL
CLUB
cards, sent with my original submission to
As the name implies for those people who
ARRL HQ for my DXCC, were returned
have confirmed contacts with 300 entities.
safely! In any case this is a matter of
administration and nothing to do with the
actual awards.
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dependency can go a long way, if you really
work on it.
4. Haemorrhoids, or possible spinal
problems. Sitting in front of a radio for as
long as it takes to work a hundred countries
on the W7PHO 'NET has got to be
hazardous to your health. At least you don't
have to worry about brain tumours, because
you were not in a high RF environment.

5. No respect from other hams who are
REAL DX'ers.
So there you have it. Congratulations. You
have completed your basic training course in
LIST LIZARD identification. Everything
you ever wanted to know about LIST
LIZARDS, and probably a little bit more.
73, Jim KH2D

IOTA CORNER
AS-137 BA4EG/5 Da-qu Island, Zhoushan
IOTA REFERENCE NUMBERS
Archipelago (Oct 1999/Jan 2000)
ISSUED
AF-084/Prov 9G GOLD COAST group
OC-084 T32VU Tabuaeran (Fanning) Island
(25/26 November 1998)
(Ghana), following the operation by
9G5MD from Abokwa Island.
OC-107 YC5XIP/P Lingga Island, Lingga
AF-085/Prov ZS CAPE PROVINCE Islands (March/April 2000)
ATLANTIC COAST NORTH group (South
OC-114 FOODEH Raivavae Island, Austral
Africa), following the operation by ZS31ER
Islands (Sept/Oct 1999)
from Elephant Rock.
0C-131 FOODEH Takapoto Island, King
AS-145/Prov HS MALAY PENINSULA
George Islands (November 1999)
SOUTH EAST group (Thailand), following
the operation by E29DX from Koh Nu.
(*) Includes operations where validation
0C-231/Prov P2 GRREN ISLANDS (Papua
material
was volunteered, ie not specifically
New Guinea), following the operation by
required for credit to be given - in all cases
P29VMS from Nissan Island.
cards now submitted will be accepted by
OPERATIONS
WHICH
HAVE
Checkpoints if they meet normal standards.
PROVIDED
ACCEPTABLE
VALIDATION MATERIAL (*)

OPERATIONS FROM
WHICH
VALIDATION MATERIAL IS AWAITED

AF-067 5Z4WI Wasini Island (March 2000)
AS-023 JA6CM/6 Oshima, Amami
Archipelago (March 2000)
AS-032 JI3DST/6 Tanegashima, Osumi
Archipelago (February 2000)
AS-037 JI3DST/6 Kami-Koshikij ima,
Koshiki Islands (March 2000)
AS-132 3W50K Cat Ba Island (March
2000)
AS-137 BT2000 Da-qu Island, Zhoushan
Archipelago (Dec 1999/Jan 2000)
AS-137 BA4DC/5 Da-qu Island, Zhoushan
Archipelago (Oct 1999/Jan 2000)

AF-073 3V8BT Kerkenah Island, Kerkenah
Islands (March 2000)
AF-084/Prov 9G5MD Abokwa Island (April
2000)
AF-085/Prov ZS31ER Elephant Rock (April
2000)
AS-145/Prov E29DX Koh Nu (April 2000)
NA-064 AL7RB/P Attu Island, Near Islands
(September 1999)
OC-058
FK8ICAB/P . Surprise
Isl,
D'Entrecasteaux Reefs (April 2000)
OC-069 P29VMS Lihir Island, Lihir Islands
(March 2000)
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5. Once you have gotten to know the SR.
LIZARDS, figure out how to get their
telephone number. Do whatever it takes to
get the number. Once you have the number,
keep it handy - write it on the front of your
radio with a magic marker. You never know,
but one day some REAL DX might show up
on the DX net, and with all those other LIST
LIZARDS screaming their last two letters, it
will be much easier for you to get on the list
if you call the SR. LIZARD on the phone.
6. Don't make the mistake of thinking that
anyone running a list is really a SR.
LIZARD. Be careful, there are a lot of
wannabes and phonies out there trying to
pass themselves off as SR. LIZARDS.
Practice Safe List Checking In Techniques.
Don't just check in for any old list you hear.

beacon - we never check in, but we know if
we can hear the LIST LIZARDS, the band
must be in really good shape and it's time to
go down the band and work the real DXers.
In Asia, on 75 meters, we have JA7BXS,
who is not world famous like W7PHO was,
but in this part of the world he's famous for
running a LIST LIZARD operation right in
the middle of the DX window helping Asian
stations work really rare stuff, like W6 and
W7. He especially enjoys doing this on
weekends, and gets off on it even more if
there is a DXpedition that everyone is
waiting for to show up on 75 ...
We also have RA9DX on 14.240.0 running
what we lovingly refer to as the Russian
Hair Dressers Net. If you ever have the
opportunity to listen to this guy, you'll
probably be more than happy that he's
coming out of your speaker and not sitting
in the room with you ...
I have heard of the existence of WA4JTK,
who I am told, is quickly climbing the
ladder of SR. LIZARD fame. Unfortunately,
he hasn't mustered up enough output power
to be heard in this part of the world, so I am
looking forward to the peak when I can hear
him in action.
I can't think of any more, but if you can,
please email them to me and I'll put them on
the list ...

What Will I Work On The DX NET ?

Ones with operating skills equivalent to
your own.
How Did LIST LIZARDS Get Their
Name ?

I don't know, exactly. I have heard them
referred to as LIST LIZARDS many times
on the air. Really don't know who we should
credit with officially naming the species. I
guess they were named that because they are
always 'on the list' and their operating habits
are kinda like real lizards - they just find a
warm spot to sit on and wait for something
to eat to wander by.

Benefits of Being A LIST LIZARD ?

Famous SR. LIST LIZARDS

Lots. Here's what you'll gain by being a
LIST LIZARD:
1.A DXCC Certificate. When paired with a
competent SR. LIZARD, even the most
novice LIST LIZARD with the weakest of
signals can get a hundred confirmed kills.
2. The satisfaction of knowing that you
didn't have to WORK for your DXCC
Certificate, like all those poor slobs who are
REAL DXers did.
3. A case of dependency that you can apply
to other areas of your life. Apply it for
example, to your local liquor store, or your
neighbourhood drug dealer. A little

There probably are a bunch of them, but the
most famous one that comes to mind is
W7PHO (now a silent key, may he rest in
peace) who invented the W7PHO FAMILY
HOUR on 14.226.5, or thereabouts. Why he
called it the Family HOUR, I don't know,
because it seems like it goes on about half
the day. Even though W7PHO passed away
a number of years ago, the net is still in
existence today. Probably due to the 'win
some, lose some theory'. Out here in the
Pacific, lots of DX stations use the W7PHO
net for a North American propagation
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2. DXDCC - DX DOUBLE CENTURY
CLUB
Again the name says it all - for confirmed
contacts with 200 entities.

FINALLY
I do not consider, in this computerised
age, that administering a greater number
of awards should present any real
problems, particularly if amateurs are
encouraged to submit their claims in
electronic form. I firmly believe that the
foregoing represents a fully
comprehensive range of awards, much
more suited to present day amateur radio
than we have at present.
I do appreciate that, probably, I am
wasting my time in putting forward these
thoughts! The much heralded review of
DXCC has been completed and I do not
suppose the ARRL are going to change
anything again for a decade or two! I can
however mourn the loss of a wonderful
opportunity to really do something
worthwhile for all DXers but particularly
the "little" DXer.
Dennis N Jones, GOREE / G7HCC

3. DXCC - DX CENTURY CLUB
The present award for confirmed contacts
with 100 entities.
To my mind these provide a logical
progression which is lacking at the
present time, particularly for those unable
to use effectively the LF bands e.g. 80 and
40m. There must be many amateurs, like
me, who keep plugging away at their
entity score. Having obtained DXCC
there is nothing left to go for. This would
benefit "big" DXers as well as "little"
DXers!
4. NINE BAND DXCC
To my mind we need more then Five
Band DXCC. Why not Nine Band DXCC
to cover 160, 80, 40, 30, 20, 17, 15, 12
and 10m? The top award to recognise the
achievement of 100 entities on nine
different bands.
5. EIGHT BAND DXCC
Since 30m is a non-phone band we must
provide for the phone only man.
6. SEVEN BAND DXCC
7. SIX BAND DXCC
8. FIVE BAND DXCC
There should be no particular bands
specified for these three awards — any of
the nine bands can be used. Virtually
ignoring the WARC bands - as we do at
present - is not really appropriate. In fact
it is much harder to achieve 100 entities
on the WARC bands because of the lower
level of activity and because there are rightly — no contests on them. We could
then do away with endorsements which
are not really very satisfactory. Again it
provides a progression for everyone.
OTHER COMMENTS
All awards should be available as at
present in the full range of modes e.g.
mixed, phone, CW, RTTY etc. and
relating to one band only if required e.g.
DXCC on 12m.

Thought my fellow
CDXC members might appreciate this!
I came home from work last night and
played on 10m until it decided to fold at
about 7.30. Rosalind was making me a
quick meal in the microwave, but
discovered she had run out of microwave
chips. So she had to put the oven on for
20 minutes to make standard chips. I was
rather hungry, so got cross with her and
went back to the shack. There was a big
pile-up on 10 CW (rest of the band dead)
and at third call I worked VP6BR. I went
downstairs and kissed Rosalind on the
cheek. She said, are you mad? I said, no,
if you hadn't forgotten to get some
microwave chips I would have been
eating my dinner and wouldn't have
worked VP6BR. She said, you are mad
after all. 73, Tony G4UZN.
From Tony, G4UZN:

I know it is easy
to sit at home and whinge, but I wonder if
fellow CDXC members share my view
that the recent 701YGF operation
currently underway leaves a lot to be
From Laurie, G3UML:
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desired. I don't need it and thank
goodness I don't, but I've been keeping an
eye on it for various band slots and it
doesn't get better.
Specifically ..
Why are the signals so poor? Obvious I
know, but I've not heard them above
about S6 or 7 at any time, and it isn't
propagation -- there's been plenty around
from the Middle East. Presumably this is
not a tent-and-inflatable operation, but
coming from dry land with mains
electricity, and so on. Why so weak?
Within 24 hours they were on odd
band/modes -- 10m RTTY, 17m CW. 70
is still very rare. It must have sunk in that
the OH2BH scheme of blitzing 15 and 20
SSB and CW for a few days is the way to
go, especially on a relatively long
operation. And yet, after several days,
they still don't seem to have made it onto
the low bands, or very little.
But the main problem is the operating
techniques. On Sunday, a week and a half
into the operation, they were on 28508,
listening 510-550! The worst of all worlds
-- the bottom of the split meant they were
side-swiped by QRM, while the spread
was so wide it was a lottery and messed
up a huge chunk of the band. They've
managed everything wrong — few and
ambiguous announcements (the most
stupid thing in the world on SSB -"listening up" -- it never works. ). Lack of
clarity on geographical calls. Spending far
too long on each number. Ridiculous wide
splits. Who are these guys?
And then there's that mysterious quality
of good operations -- they always seem to
be there, somewhere, with a decent signal.
701YGF is the opposite. Long periods
seem to go by when they are absent, or
with a watery signal on 12 CW or
whatever. TXODX and the various 4W6's
seemed to be everywhere, from far more
difficult spots. Perhaps there are operating
restrictions, I don't know.

Maybe we've been spoiled by the quality
of many recent operations, but I think this
one has been dreadful.
I never understand it when these
operations get it so wrong. Surely, the
essentials are mandatory:Identify yourself and the listening spread
and any directional instructions clearly
and often, every 3 QSO's at least.
Keep the edge of your spread far enough
from you so you aren't swamped by your
own pile -- 5kHz isn't really enough, 10 is
better.
If you do numbers, or geographical
filtering, keep moving along so others
don't get totally fed up.
Keep to your own instructions -- fatal to
ask for USA, then work an EA5!
Unless it's the first few days from a really
rare one, a spread of more than 20kHz is
never necessary, and 10 is usually
sufficient.
There's lots more, but do the above and
you're most of the way there. A decent
signal, and regular appearances on the
obvious 10-15-20 SSB and CW
frequencies wouldn't hurt either!
73, Laurie G3UML

again from the SR. LIZARD we hear 'OK
DUD, did you get it that time 7. 'Uh. Yeah.
Uh. I got it ! FOUR . Whiskey Sugar Four.
Right ?'. `No, DUD, not FOUR. Two is TOO
LITTLE and FOUR IS TOO BIG. Let's try
it ONE MORE TIME' replies the SR.
LIZARD. 'Whiskey Sugar THREE Bravo
India Mike, give DUD ONLY THE
NUMBER, ONE MORE TIME !!'. Again
'Three, One Two Three, 3 3 3 3 Three One
Two Three' is transmitted by the LIST
LIZARD. The SR. LIZARD responds with
'DUD, I bet you got it that time, right ?'. To
which the 'DX' station replies 'Yeah ! Yeah !
I GOT IT !! THREE !! WHISKEY SUGAR
THREE !! Right ?' and the SR. LIZARD
confirms the reception with the words that
ring as sweet music in any LIST LIZARD's
ears 'That's right. GOOD CONTACT V. The
'DX' has been worked. The job is done. A
'new one' for Bravo Mike, another
'confirmed kill' towards his DXCC
certificate. And, if we were keeping score
like they do in baseball, another 'assist' for
the SR. LIZARD ...

(I welcome Laurie's letter because too
many of us complain in private, and make
no suggestions as to how things could be
improved — any views, comments from
other members on this or other recent
expeditions; either what you thought was
bad, or indeed what was good? — ed)

In this situation, the primary function of the
SR. LIZARD is to wake up the DX' station,
i.e., 'HEY DUD ARE YOU STILL
THERE?'. After that has been accomplished,
the process as outlined in situation number
one above is repeated, with the SR.
LIZARD tactfully assisting as much as
possible. Actually, the SR. LIZARD wears
many hats - he is not only list maker, but he
is responsible for 'fill ins', much like Vana
White's job on Jeopardy. He is the
'Confirmer of the Kill', the passer of QSL
information (can't expect LIST LIZARDS to
copy P.O. Box numbers when they have this
much trouble with signal reports) and the
entertainment during the slow periods when
there is no 'DX' to work. The SR. LIZARD
will at times attempt to perform the duties of
a MONITOR LIZARD if one is not present.

From Roger G3SXW•

Nigel, G3TXF will sign FW/G3TXF and
Roger, G3SXW will sign FW/G3SXW
from Wallis Is. (OC-054) May 11th 23rd. Operation will be CW only, from 80
to 10m, transmitting on frequencies
ending in '3' and listening 1-3kHz up.
QSL to home calls, direct or bureau, or email request for bureau reply (to
g3txf@compuserve.com or to
g3sxw@compuserve.com ).
73 de Roger/G3SXW

Qualifications

The qualifications for being a good LIST
LIZARD are numerous. Sad to say, but
many hams do qualify as being one. Major
qualifications include:
1. Lousy antenna. This is one of the key
qualifications. Usually, ground mounted trap
verticals or very low wire dipoles are the
correct choice.
2. Low power. You don't need a kW to be a
good LIST LIZARD.
3. Low self esteem. You must convince
yourself that you can't work DX on your
own, and that the only way you can do is
under the wings of a SR. LIZARD.
4. Poor operating skills. Most hams with
low power and small antennas can work DX
on their own by developing the proper
operating skills. Good LIST LIZARDS
avoid doing this at all costs.
5. Basic lack of knowledge. Never study
propagation. Don't learn to calculate band
openings. Don't read DX bulletins. Just
work what the SR. LIZARDS can hear.
6. Develop a dependency . Learn to
depending on other people to do things for
you. Never try and do anything on your
own.

Situation Number 2 - Lizard NOT Heard By
DX Station

Tips for the Perfect LIST LIZARD

1. During slow periods of the 'DX' net, try
hard to get chummy with the SR.
LIZARDS. Sometimes this helps when the
list is being made.
2. Always thank the SR. LIZARDS when
they work a new one for you.
3. Pay attention. Get the DX's call sign
when it is announced. Learn to listen for
tips. Learn to count to 9. Watch Jeopardy as
much as possible. Do crossword puzzles to
sharpen your mind.
4. Always address the SR. LIZARDS by
their first name. This promotes the good
buddy feeling between you and them - never
use only their call sign.

(nice one Roger — GL to both of you — ed.)
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for Being a LIST

LIZARD
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Bravo Victor Two Delta Uniform Delta,
BY1LID, Bravo Yanky One Lima India
Denmark, and VP2DIP, Victor Papa Two
Delta India Papa' at which point all the LIST
LIZARDS are expected to write down the
call signs. Unfortunately, some LIST
LIZARDS are not too bright, and they miss
the announcements. When their turn to 'DX'
arrives, they have no idea who to call, which
delays the DX net and makes the SR.
LIZARDs unhappy. Anyway, back to the
chase - the thrill of the actual contact ....

will respond with as many letters as heard
from the calling LIST LIZARD's call sign
(he should know at least the 'Bravo Mexico'
part, because he heard the SR. LIZARD say
that, but again, unfortunately some 'DX'
stations who check into 'DX' nets are just
like some LIST LIZARDS - not very
bright), and a signal report for the calling
LIST LIZARD. So the 'DX' station responds
- 'Three Bravo Mexico you are 3 by 3, 33,
thirty three. I need your prefix. Over.' At
this point the SR. LIST LIZARD says
'Bravo Mike he needs your prefix - give it to
him again'. The calling LIST LIZARD then
transmits 'OK, I got the 4 by 3 signal report,
my prefix is Whiskey Sugar Three, Whiskey
Sugar Three, Whiskey Sugar Three. Over
Over.' The fact that the LIST LIZARD
received the wrong signal report at this point
is not a problem, but it requires intervention
from the SR. LIZARD - 'No, No, wait a
minute. Bravo Mexico, you got your report
wrong. You got the second number right,
but the first number is too big. BV1DUD
give him only the first number again'.
Which results in the 'DX' station
transmitting '3 3 3 one two three 3 3 3 one
two three. Over Over.' The SR. LIZARD
then transmits 'OK. Bravo Mexico, it's
smaller than 4, did you get it that time ?'
And the LIST LIZARD responds with
'Yeah. Yeah ! I got it ! 3 and 3. OK ?"OK'
replies the SR. LIZARD, 'but DUD still
needs your prefix. Give him your PREFIX
again please'. 'OK' replies the LIST
LIZARD 'Whiskey Sugar Three Whiskey
Sugar Three Whiskey Sugar Three Whiskey
Sugar Three. Over Over.' Again from the
SR. LIZARD we hear 'OK DUD, did you
get it that time ?'. The 'DX' station replies
'Uh, yes, uh Whiskey Sugar Two India
Bravo Mike. Uh, I think. Right ?'. 'No.' says
the SR. LIZARD firmly. 'You got
everything right but the number. The
number is too little. Almost got it, but not
quite. Bravo Mike, give him the number
again. ONLY the NUMBER in your call'.
From Bravo Mike we hear 'Three, One Two
Three, 3 3 3 3 Three One Two Three'. And

With the list taking completed, the SR.
LIZARD will start the best part - the 'thrill
of the kill' by starting at the top of his list
and calling stations - 'Bravo Mike make
your call'. At this point, the first LIST
LIZARD on the list calls the DX' of his
choice - 'Bravo Victory Two Delta Uniform
Delta this is Whiskey Sugar Three India
Bravo Mexico. When last heard you were 3
and 3, 33, thirty three. Over'.
Let me take the time to explain some KEY
WORDS, for the benefit of anyone who is
studying to become a LIST LIZARD, or for
those of you who may be reading this who
are not familiar with ham radio terminology.
In this case the key words are 'WHEN
LAST HEARD'. On most DX nets, WHEN
LAST HEARD has many meanings, but
usually translates to 'last Tuesday', 'last
week', or 'at the peak of the last sunspot
cycle', take your pick. '3 and 3' means
'readability 3 - signal strength 3' which, in
layman's terms, translates to 'I can hardly
hear you'. Back to the chase - the thrill of
the actual contact ....
After the first LIST LIZARD has made his
call, one of two things happens. One, there
is a response from the 'DX' station. Two,
there is NO response from the DX station.
Let us carefully study each of these two
scenarios.
Situation Number 1 - Lizard Actually Heard
By DX Station

If, in the rare event that the 'DX' station
actually heard the calling LIST LIZARD, he
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Bob G3ZEM• Bob Henderson G3ZEM will

callsign GM2T.

mount a CW operation from Tristan da
Cunha during September 2000. Tristan is
listed #29 in the DX Magazine 1999 most
wanted list.

The team this year consists of John
MMOCCC, Cambell MMIAVA, John
GM7OLQ, Colin GMOCLN, Bob
GM4UYZ, Ron GMONTL, Landles
GM4XZZ, Tony GM3PGY (the island's
only resident radio amateur), Iain MM1CPP,
Gordon MMOBYE, Robert MMOANT, Jim
GM7LUN and Bob GMOBWU. Our QSL
manager will once more be Fred GMOALS
who is QTHR. It is hoped that one or two
other club members may also join the
contest team.

Bob & his xyl Karen will fly to Capetown at
the end of August where they will join the
Antarctic survey vessel SA Agulhas for their
onward journey to Tristan da Cunha. The
SA Agulhas is scheduled to sail on 31"
August arriving at Tristan on 4th September.
Operation is intended over a 20-day period
with departure for Capetown scheduled for
25th September.

Some operation (no WARC) may take place
outwith the contest using the operators own
calls or the C&PS ARC Club call
MMOCPS/P but this will be restricted to
non-contest times between the afternoon of
28th July and the evening of 30 th July. We
will endeavour to be QRV on or near the
usual IOTA frequencies.

During their stay on Tristan, Bob & Karen
will be guests of Andy & Lorraine Repetto
(ZD9BV & ZD9CO) who between them
have kindly provided every assistance in the
planning of this trip and have indeed made it
possible.
The operation will be CW only, on all bands
from 160 metres through 10 metres. Yagis
will be used on all bands 20-10 metres with
verticals on the lower bands.

We hope to post updates on our club web
page at...

httn ://www.btintemet.com/-j ohn.innes/cpsa
rc/iota.htm

The trip is not a 100% DXpedition though
high levels of activity are promised.

when time allows before and after the
contest.

Callsign & QSL information will be
published when these have been confirmed
together with other relevant information.

Located at approximate Lat/Long 56deg
30min N, 6deg 51min W, Tiree is some 10
miles long and 3 miles wide, and is skirted
by the Hebridean Sea to the South and East
with the Atlantic Ocean to the North and
West. The island has no trees, as they cannot
root against the severe winter gales, but it is
famed for its spring and summer sunshine
records. Birds, flora and fauna not seen on
the mainland can also be found on the
island. A flat crafting land, Tiree has only
three hills above 300 ft, with a coastline
edged with long, windswept, shell sand
beaches.

Bob Henderson 5B4/G3ZEM, 1" May 2000
From Colin, GMOCLN:

GM2T TIREE EXPEDITION - JULY
2000

Following last years successful trip, a team
from Cockenzie & Port Seton Amateur
Radio Club (C&PS ARC) will once more
operate from the Isle of Tiree (IOTA EU008, IOSA NH04, WAB NM04), the most
westerly of the Inner Hebridean Islands,
during the RSGB IOTA (Islands on the Air)
contest. During the contest, which runs from
1200UTC 29 July until 1200UTC 30 July
2000, we will be using the special contest

Regards, Colin Smith (GMOCLN)
On Behalf Of The C&PS ARC Tiree 2000
Team
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NICE TO KNOW
(Most of the items in this section come from the Internet, so are already in the public domain.
However, I include those which I think may be of interest, or useful to refer back to in the future.
I certainly don't see all possible sources, so do please pass on anything you think may be of
interest to fellow members. — ed)

DLISCQ, SILENT KEY

Anne Dattenberg, DL1SCQ passed away on 22" April at the early age of 47. A keen island
chaser herself, Anne formed with her husband Wolfgang DL2SCQ an extraordinary couple of
island activators who gave many people the pleasure of working plenty of IOTA groups in
Europe, Oceania and the Caribbean. She will be dearly missed by the IOTA community all over
the world.
Wayne Mills, N7NG, to Join ARRL HQ Staff (ARRL Announcement)

ARRL Executive Vice President David Sumner, K1ZZ, has announced that noted DXer Wayne
Mills, N7NG, will join the Headquarters staff as Membership Services Manager, effective May
2. He succeeds Bill Kennamer, K5NX, who retired in March.
First licensed in 1953 at age 10, Mills has served as the Rocky Mountain Division DXAC
Representative since 1996 and as chairman of the ARRL DX Advisory Committee since March
1997. He also served on the DXCC 2000 Committee. He is best known for his operating on
DXpeditions over the past 15 years, most recently from TXODX.
Mills holds BSEE and MSEE degrees from the University of California-Davis and just sold his
two-way radio communication sales and service business in Jackson, Wyoming.

feeding under the guise of 'helping' the LIST
LIZARDS, but in reality they are usually
fulfilling an inner desire to be the centre of
attention - attention from a group of LIST
LIZARDS is better than no attention at all.
A qualification essential to a SR. LIZARD
is a complete and total lack of understanding
of world geography. A competent SR.
LIZARD, if asked about Heard Island, will
reply with 'Have I heard WHAT island?'.
After having collected a sufficient number
of LIST LIZARDS, the SR. LIZARD will
keep them entertained by discussing his
health problems, bragging about his big
antenna and amplifier, or simply chit
chatting with any other SR. LIZARD or
'DX' station that may be available. When the
LIST LIZARDS begin to get restless, or
when the SR. LIZARD feels that he has
entertained them for long enough, the SR.
LIZARD will then do two things. First, he
will ask for 'DX' check-ins for the net. After
all, the LIST LIZARDS are here to work
'DX' ... Upon snagging a 'DX' station, he
will then proceed to 'make the list'.

The MONITOR LIZARD (Imaguardius
Thedxnetius)

The MONITOR LIZARD is an important
part of the species. He is usually an
accomplished LIST LIZARD, having
already obtained confirmed kills of DX from
many rare places, like Japan, Germany,
Brazil, and Hawaii. The MONITOR
LIZARDS job is to guard the 'DX' Net from
anyone who encroaches on it's frequency by
attacking all stations who come within 10
kHz of the net frequency. This function is
important, as none of the species of LIST
LIZARDS have ever been identified as
being able to copy signals thru QRM.
MONITOR LIZARDS can be identified by
two specific traits - one, they never use their
call signs on any frequency BUT the net
frequency, and two, they all make a similar,
whinny sound - 'Can you PLEASE move
down about 50 kHz, you are interfering with
the net'. MONITOR LIZARDS perform
their function with the hope of some day
being accepted as SR. LIZARDS, and are
usually rewarded with extra food or by
being moved to the front of the line at
feeding time.

Making 'The List'
Announcing the Totally New NCJ Web Site

Friends,
I am pleased to announce that the new National Contest Journal website is now available for you
enjoyment. Bruce Horn WA7BNM has labored for endless hours (away from his rig...) since
late 1999 bringing this new site on-line. We trust you will enjoy the fruits of his efforts.
The new site can be found at: http://www.ncjweb.com/
Please feel free to let Bruce and I know what you think of the new site -- comments and
suggestions are always welcome. Our email addresses are: k7bv@aol.com and
bhom@homucopia.com.
73 Dennis Motschenbacher K7BV, Editor - National Contest Journal, http://www.ncjweb.com/
VK9RS Video

The VK9RS DXpedition (0C-230) 2-hour professionally produced video will be available in
four weeks. Filmed by CT1EEN and edited by VK6LC, it will be available on VHS, PAL,
NTSC, SECAM and CD rom and will be produced only upon direct orders to VK6LC. For
further information please contact Malcolm K. Johnson, 9 Abinger Road, Lynwood 6147,
Western Australia Australia (e-mail vk61c@iinet.net.au )
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'Making the list' is a process which involves
having the LIST LIZARDS transmit the last
two letters of their call sign, i.e. 'Bravo
Mike', 'Juliet Delta', etc. Upon hearing a
calling LIST LIZARD, the SR. LIZARD
will notify him of the fact that he has,
indeed, been heard, by repeating the letters
he has copied, i.e., 'BM I GOT YOU'. Some
of the more 'efficient' DX nets always try
and have at least two SR. LIZARDS, each in
a different geographic location, on duty at
any given time. This accomplishes two
things. One, it assures that none of the LIST
LIZARDS with weak signals (which most of
them have) will go unheard during the list
making procedure. Two, it assures that
during slow periods the primary SR.
LIZARD will have someone with whom he
can discuss his health problems.

Working the 'DX' (Feeding Time)

Once the list has been taken, the actual
period for contacting the 'DX' station begins.
At this point, you may think that the SR.
LIZARD's job is finished. But you are
wrong. This is the point at which the SR.
LIZARD's job has only just begun ...
In amateur radio circles, and at the DXCC
desk at the ARRL, where they pass out the
coveted DXCC certificate, the commonly
accepted criteria for a valid 'DX contact' is
the exchange of A) call sign and B) signal
report. So, in order to have a valid contact,
you must give the 'DX' station your call sign
and his signal report, and you must receive
his call sign and signal report.
The 'DX' station's call sign is not a problem
on the DX net - on a regular basis during net
periods the SR. LIZARD will announce
'Tonite we have on frequency BV2DUD,
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frequency and turn the antenna.
Somebody said 'DX IS'. Why is it ?
Why do DXers do DX? Lots of reasons I
guess. One reason is that in some circles in
ham radio we have made the number of
countries worked and/or confirmed (by a
QSL card) the means by which we
determine our pecking order. The DXCC
certificate, offered by the ARRL is a status
symbol for many hams, with the Honor Roll
guys being up at the top. Lots of awards are
available for DXers. Worked All Zones,
Worked MI Continents, Worked All This
and Worked All That. DXers enjoy the
catch. They enjoy the chase. They enjoy
learning the little things that help them get
through the 'pileup'. They enjoy learning
about radio propagation - when the 'right
time' is on each of the bands for the area
they want to DX. They enjoy the feeling of
satisfaction that finding and working a 'new
one' gives. They enjoy the competition with
other DXers. It's always fun for DXers to be
one or two countries in front of the rest of
the gang. It's always fun for DXers to see
which one of the local gang can get through
the pileup first. A DXer is always fine
tuning things. His station, his antennas - and
his operating skills. And then came
Listoseuos Lizardoseus....

Imaneedius
Anewoneius
Butidontwannagetcaughtiuos. The SNEAK
LIZARD, when observed, immediately will
attempt to blend with his surroundings.
There are some suspicions that the SNEAK
LIZARD has cross bred with the chameleon.
Some DXers have said that the SNEAK
LIZARD is the slimiest of the LIST
LIZARD family.
The Common LIST LIZARD (Nodxius
Icanworkmyselfius)

The common LIST LIZARD is a creature of
little action - it rarely moves, rather it sits in
one place waiting to be fed. The common
LIST LIZARD is not fussy about its diet - it
will eat just about anything that happens to
come along. Some LIST LIZARDS are
actually so lethargic that they have to be
awakened by a SR. LIZARD when it's time
to eat.
Unfortunately, DXing and ham radio, like
everything else, have participants that just
can't cut the mustard. Over the years, the
agony of defeat has created the species LIST
LIZARD. A LIST LIZARD is a ham that
WANTS to work DX too. But not by
himself. He can't. A LIST LIZARD needs
all the help he can get. So what does he do ?
Simple. He finds a frequency where there is
a 'DX' NET (meeting place for LIST
LIZARDS).

Sub Species

Before we begin our general discussion of
Listoseuos Lizardoseus , we will briefly
touch on the sub species, which consists
basically of three general types:
Common LIST LIZARD, classified as
Nodxius Icanworkmyselfius ,
MONITOR LIZARD, classified as
Imaguardius Thedxnetius
SR. LIST LIZARD, classified as
Imaneedius Someattentionius.
There are some other sub species, but they
are much rarer than the three just mentioned.
For example, there is the SNEAK LIZARD,
which is nocturnal and tries at all cost to
avoid populated frequencies, classified as

The 'DX' NET

And how does a 'DX' NET work, you
wonder? DX NETs have a regular time and
frequency where they meet. They also have
NET CONTROL stations, who 'run' the net.
'DX' NETs are a meeting place for all
species of List Lizards.
The SR. LIST LIZARD (Imaneedius
Someattentionius)

NET CONTROL stations are usually SR.
LIZARDS - hams who are bored with other
aspects of ham radio, having qualified by
being LIST LIZARDS for quite some time
themselves. They perform their job of LIST
LIZARD collection, co-ordination, and
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BHUTAN DEVELOPMENTS

DXpedition Announement:
(This was the first announcement of the recent, highly successful, A52A operation, which
brought Bhutan back onto the bands on a formal footing — see also the QRZ DX extract in
Neville's piece)

The goal will be to give as many DXers as possible, the opportunity for this #2 most wanted
country. Initial emphasis will be on the primary bands. The team will be operating from two
hotels, with stable power lines, in a politically stable and safe country, without the danger of a
Tsunami or a hurricane to put them off of the air. So-called insurance contacts will not be
necessary because of the daily upload to the log server, where one can check the logs.
With many DXpeditions, the "little pistol" has been somewhat ignored, but everyone will have a
chance at this most rare country. It is the peak of Cycle 23, and the team will take advantage of it
to give everyone a chance. All bands and modes will be active, but after the initial demand has
been met, more emphasis will be placed on the low bands. RTTY and WARC bands will be
emphasized from the beginning. Later in the operation, there will be simplex operation on the
higher bands for those without dual VFO capabilities. Three CW, three SSB and one RTTY
station will be active around the clock.
Six of the operators are veterans of the Heard Island VKOIR operation, three operators just
returned from Clipperton Island (FOOAAA), and all have extensive DXpeditioning and/or
contesting experience.
Generous financial and logistical support has come from Northern California DX Foundation,
INDEXA, Cushcraft, Timewave Technology, Texas Towers and W4MPY QSL's.
From Jim Smith, VK9NS/A52JS:

Have arrived safely in Bhutan on schedule. The flight ex Dhaka was very, very bumpy but guess
they do not call Bhutan the Land of the Thunder Dragon without good reason, hi.
Entry into Bhutan was made smoothly including the slightly different Customs formalities to
cover clearance of amateur radio equipment to be used by visiting foreigner radio amateurs
wishing to operate in the country short term.
Bhutan is beautiful at this time of year with Spring well and truly 'Sprung' as they say. I extend
my sincere thanks to Deputy Minister Leki Dorji, MOC; Director and staff of the BTA and
Dasho Sherub Gyalsthen for their kindness, assistance and generosity on my behalf.
Literally within a few hours as I write this Yonten, A51TY and myself, A52JS (note numeral
change for me) should be active on the amateur radio bands. Initially it is hoped that Yonten,
A51TY will make a start so renewing his links with amateur radio after so many years. In this
very special occasion for us all as radio amateurs, we can then officially welcome the Kingdom
of Bhutan into the world of amateur radio. A wonderful moment - wonder who will make the
first QSO??
Jim then followed up with this: Tuji Yonten, A51TY made the first CW and SSB QS0s on 20m
CW and then SSB using his BTA Amateur Radio Authorisation under the new legislation
contained in the Bhutan Telecommunication Act 2000. The CW QSO was with Pavel, RWOJR
on 20m CW. The SSB QSO was made later with Kirsti, VK9NL on 20m SSB under difficult
conditions. The logged time for START was 1201 UTC 27th April 2000 - A51TY.
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On SSB Yonten was called by Zal, VU2BK who was a solid S8 signal. How is this for the quote
of the day from Zal? "Hello Yonten how nice to her you back on the air we had so many nice
QSOs in the old days!!!" Quite incredible really but It made MY Day. Yonten was delighted to
be remembered!!
Incidentally I have also made a start making my first CW QSO with Pavel, RWOJR at 1216 UTC
on 20M CW and later at 1252 UTC my first SSB QSO with Vidi, VU2DVP on 20M SSB. I later
worked on 20M CW for a short spell working USA, JA, DS, VE6, VK9NL, OH, LA, 9A. Band
was very noisy. Date of course was the 27th April 2000.
It will now take me a full day to get properly organised but should be up and running at my new
location ready for the weekend.
Tashi Dalek, 73 Jim, A52JS
PS Thanks is due to MOC/BTA for making all this possible. The Authorisation Certificates are
Beautiful a wonderful effort. In addition my thanks is extended to all the true believers in DXing
and amateur radio for their belief and support for HIDXA. Finally in particular thanks is due to
the Royal Government of Bhutan and the MOC for their masterly Bhutan Telecommunication
ACT 2000 which became a law a few short weeks ago. I would like to also express a feeling of
happiness and dare I say it 'content.'
Tashi Dalek, 73 Jim, A52JS, Thimphu, Bhutan.
QSL A52JS in the normal manner direct to HIDXA, PO Box 90, Norfolk Island, NI 2899,
Australia. All stations wishing to use the QSL bureau system are requested NOT to DUMP
A52JS QSL cards into the bureau - they will get nowhere right now.
PLEASE wait for an announcement to be made in a few weeks time once I get back to the UK
and make some sort of arrangement for the handling of Bureau QSLs.
Many thanks, Jim VK9NS
CHESTERFIELD ISLANDS

The ARRL DX Advisory Committee and the ARRL Awards Committee have voted to add the
Chesterfield Islands of New Caledonia to the DXCC List. For DXCC credit, contacts made on or
after March 23, 2000 will be accepted. Cards for this new entity may be submitted after October
1, 2000.
With the admission of New Caledonia to IARU membership, the Chesterfield Islands qualify by
reason of separation from New Caledonia. The Chesterfields are more than 350 km from the
closest point of New Caledonia.
The recent Chesterfield Islands TXODX DXpedition team racked up 72,654 contacts before it
shut down March 29 after six days of operation.
The TXODX operation went QRT on Wednesday, 29 March shortly after 0000 UTC. In six days
of operating, they completed 72,654 QSOs. The majority of QSOs were on 21 MHz SSB and
CW, as per the original strategy to provide the maximum number of DXers their first-ever
Chesterfield contact. However, other complimentary bands and modes were activated
sporadically, including 50 MHz with more than 2500 QSOs and RTTY with some 800 stations
in the log.
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others an insight into the possibilities that
are there (with a bit of work) for us little
guys. We were lucky with the propagation
and our location near to the sea certainly
helped.
To borrow an oft-used phrase "Where to
Next "??
Equipment.. Icom 761/Dentron MLB2500
Linear, Yaesu FT-747 for back-up.
Antennas were Full Size verticals ground
mounted with about 50 radials of random
length wires for 40/30/20/17/15 and a 2 ele
beam on 10/12 mfrs at 35 ft.

Sleep at last, or so I thought, with all the
activity I just couldn't sleep despite having
been on the go since our trip started 26 hrs
ago! I was still hearing and working stations
in my head as though I was still running the
station!! "KA2BOK your 5 and 9, Thank
you, QRZ" on and on.
After finally dropping off It was soon
morning. Shower, breakfast and time to get
out and get at them waiting DXers. We set
up again and started off on 15m SSB and
once again the fierce pileups developed very
quickly with JA stations thick and fast, then
Europe followed by a magical opening to
the USA which lasted for hours!
And so it went on for the next 4 days.

Observations and Acknowledgments

The USA pile ups were the easiest to control
and tended to listen more to our requests.
The EU pileups were always loud and
generally OK but unfortunately there are
some who just don't listen and others who
have no compulsion about deliberately
trying to stop us working anywhere other
than EU. The JAs were as always too nice if
that's possible.
My thanks to the staff of The Wayside
Cheer Hotel in Guernsey for their excellent
service to accommodate 2 nutty hams. It
was also nice to meet up with GUOSUP and
other members of the Guernsey Radio Club
who made us very welcome.
I must also thank my wife for letting me
again go trotting off without her.
73 and hope to see you in your pileups!!
Ron G4DIY assisted by John GONEB

Final Tally

When we finally went QRT we had made
over 5300 QSOs CW and SSB in 51 hours
on air so our total was a respectable 107
QSOs per hour for each hour on air. A lot
better than our last trip so we were very
pleased. Again like last year still lots
calling!
Whilst we may never get into the G3SXW
and G4ZVJ league it goes to show you that
with a bit of planning and graft it is possible
for the average station to have a ball on the
air,without large expense. Considering we
did not use big beams but mostly Full size
verticals we were certainly heard around the
world, proved by the fact we had 100
DXCC countries logged in the first 11 hrs.
This has been written to hopefully give

DXing
(fro m KH2D Web Site)

propagation, they know what 'gray line'
means, they read DX bulletins, get up at
4:45 AM, and always know which way to
point the beam at what time of the day. In
the 90's we have DX packet clusters
(spotting networks) and computer software
that will QSY the radio to the right

DXing (finding, chasing, contacting far
away stations) is one of the activities that
hams enjoy. DXers (those who chase DX)
come in many different flavours. Some
hams are 'casual' DXers, weekend warriors,
the work 'em when we got extra time bunch.
Some are 'avid' DXers. Avid DXers study
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A Do It Yourself DXpedition - GPOSTH DXpedition to Guernsey Island
Ron Bennett, G4DIY

With the memory of our last Mini
DXpedition to Guernsey Island and those
lovely CW pileups still ringing in my ears I
kept thinking of all those stations still
calling when we finally had to close down
and go QRT on the last day.
It's now October and I'm thinking let's go
back and do it all again. A quick phone call
to my pal John GONEB to see if he feels the
same that evening and that was it, we must
go back for more! We must be mad but I
suppose somebody's got to do it.

where we would be operating from on a
daily basis. This was an area very close to
the beach no more than about 10ft above sea
level when the tide was out and even less
when it came in and the take off is great in
all directions.
For 40 and 30m we decided to set up full
size verticals with plenty of radials of
random length installed, right on the beach.
Arrival in GU

After travelling down all the previous night
to get the early morning ferry we arrived in
Guernsey's St. Peter Port very tired but
raring to get set up and running. After
depositing suitcases etc at the hotel and
obtaining the daily fuel requirement for our
Honda 4kW generator we were at last
setting up at 0930.
We opened up at 1100 on 14.260MHz and
after one CQ call the pile up was fierce. It
was though the whole world of DXers had
been waiting for us. For the next few hours
we ran Europeans and when propagation
shifted around the USA and DX stations
starting getting into the log and with
phenomenal signals considering we where
only using full size verticals ground
mounted albeit with plenty of radials
underneath them to work against.
Many USA stations were 30 to 40 dB over 9
and were convinced we must be using big
beams and lots of power which wasn't the
case.
After running for hours with QSO rates
averaging over 120 per hour for a while we
QSYed to 30mCW to be greeted by similar
pile-ups for hours with contacts with all
continents thick and fast until I needed a
break so we again returned to 20m SSB.
One CQ again on 14.195MHz resulted in a
huge USA pile-up which lasted until we
finally went QRT for the day at 23:00 and
had to take down all the gear.

Planning

Planning now gets into full swing .What
equipment to take? What do we need to do
improve our results on our last trip?
We decided to use the same callsign as last
year which was GPOSTH, the callsign of the
St Helens Radio club of which we are both
members. Over the next few months various
amendments and items are made or bought
to make our trip run smoother and more
efficiently. This is important to us as the setup we use and the location we operate from
causes us to have to set up and take down
each day, so we need all of our station to go
together quickly and work without Mr
Murphy visiting us and stopping the show.
Whilst I'm sure our station is not unique it
just takes a bit of thought Setting up etc in
such a way so that we can operate for
perhaps 10 to 12 hours per day smoothly.
After one or two dry runs to check all the
gear works in the environment to which it
will be subjected to and our departure day of
March 7th was getting nearer and nearer.
I posted one or two messages on the
Worldwide DX PacketCluster BBS's to
advertise our DXpedition and to give
Information re QSL route etc.
We had already visited the Wayside Cheer
Hotel in Guernsey last year so we knew
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The sudden QRT on Wednesday was caused by the rapidly changing weather, which threatened
to make landing operations on the reef very risky and could potentially cause the group to be
stuck on the reef. Any additional day spent at the reef would have added another 5000 USD to
the already high cost of this operation.
All the Yaesu radio equipment and Suzuki generators performed well under very severe weather
conditions. The daily temperature regularly exceeded 38 C (100 F) and heavy rain was
experienced often. The five FinnFet beam antennas were all at heights of 25 feet. The CW site
was placed at the South end of the island, while and SSB sites was located at the North end,
providing 300 meters of physical separation. The Comtek 20-meter four-square performed
exceptionally well.
On the way to the Chesterfields, the TXODX group made a slight detour to the area where
intervening reefs are indicated on some older maps. The team was able to confirm the French
Navy's documentation that the claimed islands simply do not exist. Thus, the 350-kilometer open
water separation between New Caledonia and the Chesterfields is assured, and the concerns
expressed by some in the DX community can be put to rest. With the recent decision to admit
ARANC--New Caledonia's amateur radio society--to the IARU, the way is now cleared for the
Chesterfield Islands to be added to the official DXCC List, and no further complications are
expected in this process.
The TXODX operating team of FK8GM, FK8HC, JA1BK, N5KO, N7NG, OH1RY, OH2BC,
OH2BH and OH2RF are pleased to be safely back in Noumea, New Caledonia, and they wish to
thank the following organizations and individuals for supporting this undertaking: Yaesu Musen
Co., Suzuki Co., FinnFet, Comtek, INDEXA, GDXF, F6AJA, FK8CR, JH IICRC, N4GN,
OH2BN, K6GNX, W6OTC, VK3EW and all their family members back home.
KINGMAN & PALMYRA

Kingman Reef and Palmyra Atoll 2000—Preliminary Announcement

The Kingman-Palmyra DX Group will activate two rare Pacific entities---Kingman Reef
(KH5K) and Palmyra Atoll (KH5)---this year. Both counters sit high on the current MostWanted Lists, with Kingman currently #3 in Europe. However, due to a special situation, their
activation will occur in several phases over the summer and fall.
About 1000 miles south of Hawaii, Palmyra Atoll is privately owned, and is currently in the
process of being sold. The sale offers both challenges and opportunities for our DXpedition
team. Our operations will be coordinated with all parties to the transaction, and we expect to
benefit from temporarily enhanced access to the area. Accordingly, we plan several moderatescale operations at Palmyra over the next several months by elements of our team, on a flexible
schedule. Equipment is already on its way in preparation for these operations. The culmination
of the plan will be a full-scale, 10-band activation of Kingman Reef in October, 2000.
For the Kingman-Palmyra DX Group,
Tom Harrell, N4XP (n4xp@juno.com ) and Garry Shapiro, NI6T (ni6t@intuitive.com )
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YEMEN

7OIYGF, Sana'a Apr. 26, 00
Dear fellow DXers,
After 10 days of activity we have been kindly asked by the authorities to terminate our radio
transmission. The reason for that is, that until now no agreement on the final status of this
unique special activity could be reached. In this sense our earlier press statement, that the licence
will be granted immediately after arrival on April 17 has to be corrected. For this statement
given, based on misunderstandings, we ask the DX-Community to accept our apology.
Nevertheless, the activity 7O1YGF is for the time being still in the process of approval We
expect a written confirmation therefore in due time.
During this activity we were able to make about 35000 QSOs from 6 to 40m using CW, SSB
and RTTY. We are happy that we were able to give the DX-Community the opportunity to work
70, we thank the Dxers for calling us and we apologize to those who could not make it this time.
Last but not least our very special thanks goes to the people of the Republic of Yemen who
hosted us and to the kind authorities for their constructive cooperation and support to finalize the
issue and approve the establishment of amateur radio in Yemen. We congratulate the people and
the president of Yemen on the 10. Anniversary of reunification which falls on the 22nd of May,
2000.
The team of 7O1YGF: DJ7MG, DK1II, DR3KX, DL5EBE
Island Radio Expedition Foundation, Inc. (www.sat.netl-iref)
NEWS UPDATE, April 26, 2000

Hopefully your island chasing has been productive. There have been many new and rare ones on
lately. I wanted to update you on the current activities of IREF.
Recent IREF Grants
3V8BT AF073 $400
9G5MD AF084 $400
5Z4WI AF067 $300
GM3VLB/MMOBPP EU 1 1 1 $150
AYON/X SA087 $350
Grants Committed
BI4L AS??? $400
3B6 AF001 $400
Grants Under Consideration
NEW KL7 NA???
SU9DX AF???
Financial Status
As you can see IREF has been providing support to many worthwhile expeditions. I believe we
are making a difference. Several of the expeditions that IREF has supported would not have
previously accepted cards via the buro if it were not a requirement for funding from IREF. We
have convinced others to operate longer hours so that the world would have chance to work
them. You make this impact possible with your donations. Donations however, have reached a
critically low level. While I have not had much to solicit contributions through direct mailings
etc., I felt that when IREF contributions were ruled to be tax deductible for US amateurs, that
contributions would pick up. This has not been the case however.
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presentation at the RSGB HF Convention in
October and the GMDX Convention in
September. We have been busy analysing
the logs to work out what the distance of the
longest 160m grey-line QS() was. This is of
great interest to the guys who study the
black art of 160m propagation. To give you
an idea of the amazing distances involved;
here is the listing we've produced for the
various XZOA presentations:
u

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

NOAT
MVO
VE3EJ
NOTE;
K3UL
K8GG
W8TOP
WOJX
W3GH

K3RR
HC8N

I

0, 11

io n

Plymouth, MN
Canastota, NY
Grassie, ON
Byron, MN
Williamsport, PA
Battle Creek, MI
Battle Creek, MI
Milan, OH
Apollo, PA
Gettysburg, PA
XZOA antipode

manager:
Bob Myers, W1XT
37875 North 10th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85086, USA.
Pleasebe sure to enclose a SAE and return
postage (one IRC or one $US dollar bill).
We have an official XZOA web site with
pictures of the operation and a log search
utility if you wish to check whether you
made it into our log. This is available at the
following URL:

11 do.

http://getn etc° nit-k7w x/mya n mar. htm

15,974
15,970
15,921
15,891
15,833
15,791
15,791

You might also wish to check out my web
page with some more XZOA pictures at:
http://www.bramham.demon.co.uk

15,746

Our Special Thanks:

15,740
15,731

The XZOA team wishes to express their
continued appreciation to H.E. Lt. General
Khin Nyunt, Secretary-1 of the State Peace
and Development Council for permission to
conduct the operation. We are also grateful
to H.E. Maj. General Saw Lwin, Minister
for Hotels and Tourism who graciously
acted as our advocate. U Khin Maung
Latt, Director General, U Htay Aung,
Director and U Hla Myint, Assistant
Director of the Ministry of Hotels and
Tourism gave their unhesitating support.
Singapore Airlines generously transported
all of our equipment. Our special friends
Ray Gerrard HS0/G3NOM and many
members of the Radio Amateur Society of
Thailand solved countless logistical
problems before, during and after. Miss
Patra Apivantanapron, General Manager
of the Andaman Club Resort saw to our
every need. Dick Wolf N6FF and Richard
Briggs WA7MTF/8 were our pilot stations.
Bob Myers W1XT continues in his fifth
year as our hard working QSL manager.
XZOA was organised by members of the
Central Arizona DX Association.

12,860

We had so many mails asking for an
Internet log search facility that we decided
to add one to our web page. I was given this
job and what a job it was! Luckily, it all
came together fairly easily and apart from a
lot of work on the XZOA CT .RES file with
a text editor, there were no real problems.
In retrospect, XZOA has probably been the
best amateur radio experience I have ever
been involved with. The multi-national
crew all got on famously and there was a
tremendous team spirit. We laughed a lot
and really didn't take ourselves too
seriously. Maybe we could have managed a
few extra thousand QSOs had we really
wanted to, but this was part holiday and part
serious DXpedition. Dan NA7DB, Rich
K7ZV and Luis XE 1 L made a side trip to
Yangon and were able to operate there with
own personal XZ callsigns. We think that
this is the first time in many years that
personal callsigns have been issued to
visiting amateurs in Myanmar and this
bodes well for the future.
QSL and Web Site Information:

Steve Wilson G3VMW

A beautiful four-sided QSL XZOA QSL
card has now been printed. You can send
your QSLs for the DXpedition to our QSL

March 2000
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As you can see on CW, we made a lot of JA
QSOs, but made only 803 G QSOs.

G3SED
G101COW
GONXX
G30AG
G3WPF
G31CHZ

XZ0A SSB QSOs by Country Rank:
Rank

Country

1

JA

2

Total
10,150

The good operators don't need to be loud to
be worked. The trick is finding out exactly
how the DX station is working the pile-up
by listening carefully to the action. It
doesn't take long to work out whether the
DX station is tuning up the band a little bit
at a time or back down again. I kept the
maximum split to around +10 kHz on CW.
I tuned around the pile-up a few hundred Hz
at a time until I found the next station in the
relative clear. The smart operators dropped
their callsigns in a few hundred hertz just
above or just below from where the last guy
was worked, but critically — at just the right
time. Timing is everything and one call is
enough. Jim GONXX is a master at this
technique and he works just about
everything there is going.

5,975

3

2,635

4

DL

2,497

5

UA

1,575

6

EA

1,395

7

SP

1,019

8

UA9

9

898
835

10

UR

I I

OH

690

12

OK

623

13

G

556

14

VK

526

15

SM

502

782

On SSB, we made a massive 10 150 JA
QSOs and only 556 G QSOs.
XZelA worked 206 DXCC different
countries on SSB, 163 on CW and 86 on
RTTY.

All good things come to an end

The first group of USA operators, K7WX,
AF7O and WY7K, left for home on the 21"
of January and were replaced by others
including arriving on the 18th and 25th. The
other 'Euro', Julio EA5XX left for home on
the 22nd and we were all sad to see him go.
Julio was like a ray of sunshine - always
smiling and telling jokes. Sadly, I had to
leave on the 26 th January and how I hated
going home. I was lucky to get a few days
in Bangkok for some R&R before arriving
back home in a howling gale on the 1"
February. One of the first things I did when
I got home was to try and get a QSO with
XZ0A. I did eventually manage to get them
on several bands, including a 160m QSO on
their very last day.
There has been a lot of behind-the-scenes
work since everyone got back home.
Warren K7WX and Dan NA7DB have been
asked to do a presentation at the Visalia DX
Convention. Julio EA5XX is writing an
article about XZ0A for "The DX
Magazine". I have been asked to do a

Who worked us most from G?

You've all heard people talking about "weak
Gs" and believe me, there were some VERY
weak Gs in the XZ0A pile-ups. However,
there were also some BIG signals coming
out of G and we managed to work some of
you on all 9 Bands, CW and SSB (excepting
30m). The biggest signals from Europe
were the Germans, Italians and Spaniards.
Here is a list of the Gs we worked on
multiple bands and multiple modes:
(

G3KMA
G3PLP
G3YVH
G3ZEM
G3MCS
G3TMA
G3JAG
GW3JXN
G3VJP
G41016

(

9B
9B
9B
9B
7B
8B
8B
8B
7B
7B

7B
4B
7B 4B
9B
8B
813
7B

8B
7B
7B
7B
8B
6B
4B
4B
5B
5B
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IREF does not have the funds to commit, other than a token amount, to additional DXpeditions
after the ones mentioned above. I don't like to ask for money, but I thought you might like to
know the current status. I am working on some additional sources of funding now that
contributions are tax deductible, however, this will take some time. I hope to be able to get some
endowment level contributions, but again, that is a time consuming process. If any of you know
of any individuals with the financial resources, i.e., foundations, that might have an interest in
making tax deductible contributions, please let me know and I will contact them. So, please
consider your participation in IREF. Outside of the funds designated by the IOTA Committee,
we have only received $270 in contributions since the beginning of the year.
Please pass the word about IREF, forward this email to other IOTA enthusiasts with your
endorsement.
73 and thanks for your support, Mike Crownover AD5A, President IREF, Inc.

2000 "Flying Horse" Callbook CD-ROMs
Summer Edition
Special Offer for CDXC Members

The RAC "Flying Horse" Callbook is the standard source for worldwide addresses,with over 1.5
million entries, E-Mail addresses, maps, QSL Managers, prefixes, QSL bureaus and much more.
It can now be run from your hard drive. You can print the address on your envelope or label.
Order your copy today at the special CDXC rate of $40 USD by Air Mail
(The Publisher's price is $49.95 USD plus shipping!)
You can pay by Cheque, VISA, MasterCard and order by post, E-Mail, direct from our Web
Page or by TEL/FAX at 716-677-2599. Mention "CDXC" with order. Offer expireS 31/06/00.

The 59(9) DX Report, P.O. Box 73, Spring Brook, NY 14140 USA
WB2YQH, CDXC Member - Callbook Distributor
E-Mail: the599rpt@,aol.com
Web Page: http://members.aol.com/the599rot/dx.htm

lRC's for Sale

55p each plus SASE from G4ZVJ
Andy Chadwick, 5 Thorpe Chase, Ripon, HG4 1UA
andv@g4zvi.demon.co.uk
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GENERAL TOP ICS
3COR

-

Annobon Island, 1999

(From the Shack to Paradise, in a few kHz)

appropriate dates for good propagation that
coincided with our vacations.
At the beginning of May, 1999, during the
Lynx DX Group Annual Convention, in the
city of Santa Pola (Alicante -Spain), we
announced the great news, to the general
delight of the attendees. They all wanted to
read for themselves the documentation
accrediting our project. The Lynx DX Group
and the Clipperton DX took it upon
themselves to contact clubs, associations
and, in general, all the DX community,
requesting help with the expedition. The
response was overwhelming, and all of them
- large associations, small groups of
enthusiasts, and individual contributors have made it possible for 3COR to become a
reality. Again, thank you all.
Enthusiasm spread rapidly and the most
prestigious international organizations
offered their support. From here, I would
like to offer my special thanks to the
NCDXF, INDEXA, CLIPPERTON DX
CLUB, CHILTERN DX CLUB, EASTERN
WASHINGTON DX CLUB, GM DX
GROUP, GDXF, CUSHCRAFT, BIT
RADIO, LYNX DX GROUP, K1 WY DX
ASSOC., ODXG, TABARCA ISLAND
DX CLUB, THE DAILY DX, RSGB,
REF, BI-TRONIC, TELECOM-ANTENAS,
CUBA DX CLUB, THE MAGAZINE 599Y
AND ABRA-DX BRAZILIAN ASSOC.
In this way 3COR - Annobon 99, began to
take shape. We selected September 12 - 26,
1999 for the expedition. We wanted to
operate at least ten days from the island.
During our preparations, we met daily with
Ramon (3C1GS) in our habitual frequency
of 15 meters band. Soon he informed me
that he had found a boat in Sao Tome that
could take us to Annobon. I immediately

It was during our last visit to the Republic of
Equatorial Guinea during 1998, invited by
our good friend 3C1GS, Raman Gomez de
Salazar, that we started to envision a
possible expedition to Annobon Island.
From that first moment we were aware of
the difficulties a project of that scope would
entail, but thanks to Ramon Gomez'
perseverance, we were able to meet the
various officials in charge of approving our
requests. I would like to acknowledge, from
this perspective, the kindness, interest and
attention that the Guinean authorities
showed us at all times.
We had to wait ten long months until, in
April 1999, Ramon Gomez told me the good
news: He already had the necessary licenses
and permits to operate from Annobon. The
happiness I felt at that moment was
indescribable. I had in my hands the 3COR
licenses. Unfortunately, only four people
were given permission to travel, when from
the start the expedition was planned for a
larger group, with the objective of covering
various bands and modes at the same time.
We had, therefore, to follow the conditions
offered by the Government of Guinea.
All the parties understood the importance of
a DXpedition to Annobon, given that this
island was among the most needy on the
DXCC lists for all continents. The operators
named in the licences were: 3C1GS
(Ramon); 3C IRV (Roberto); EASYN
(Vicente), and myself, EASBYP (Elmo). I
remember the moment I phoned Vicente
(EASYN), my good friend and travel
companion. We both agreed that we had to
work very hard. The expedition entailed
many preparations, a lot of money, looking
for sponsors, finding transport, assembling
equipment and materials and choosing
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Coast USA calling at once. Awesome! You
could hear the signals peaking, first in W2
and W3, then slowly down to W4 and W5.
This path is at the antipode and is similar to
us working the Pacific or ZL on 160m from
England. For me, this was very exciting. I
managed to get about 28 W stations in the
log before the band finally went out as the
grey line passed on. We picked up a few
WO and W7 stations after that, but at
nothing like the signal strengths of the East
Coast Ws from earlier on.

legs and hips. It was impossible for either
of them to walk for several days and they
were in a lot of pain. Luckily, we were able
to get hold of a couple of wheelchairs so
they could get around. As you can imagine,
this upset everyone a great deal and took the
edge of what had been a relatively trouble
free DXpedition. I'm pleased to say that in
a few days both Robin and Rich recovered
and were soon back to facing the pile-ups.
XZOA QSO Totals:

Disaster!

160m
80m
40m
30m
20m
17m
15m
12m
10m
6m
RTTY
SSTV
10m FM
2m
Totals

You may recall that our 12/17m Yagi was
shipped in error to Texas instead of Los
Angeles airport. It did finally get to us with
the second group of USA operators who
arrived on the 18th January. We had saved
30ft of Rohn tower section and an antenna
rotor for the WARC beam, so we wasted no
time in getting the much needed beam put
together, ready for rigging on the tower.
Rich K7ZV and Robin WA6CDR got the
tower in the air and decided to rig the beam
on their own. This turned out to be a very
bad decision. The rest of us were operating,
sleeping or lazing around the pool.
The tower had a single set of guys at 120°
spacing - perfectly adequate for a
lightweight WARC beam. Rich and Robin
both climbed the tower, with no ground
crew in attendance. They are both big guys
and we think one of the guys stretched and
the tower crashed down to the ground with
both of them still attached with climbing
belts. None of us knew what had happened
until one of the hotel gardeners ran inside to
alert us. Robin was out cold and Rich
looked very much the worse for wear with
blood pouring from a head wound. They
were both incredibly lucky not to have been
killed. The ground was soft and springy and
we think that is what saved them. We
managed to carry them both inside after
Warren K7WX and Paul WFST, who are
both medical doctors, gave them a thorough
check over. Nothing was broken, but they
were very bruised and battered around the

CW

SSB

2,304
3,207
4,442
4,872
6,350
3,531
5,107
3,809
4,712
60
---

81
2,347
3,697
--8,553
3,469
8,545
4,410
7,777
74
---

Total

2,385
5,554
8,139
4,872
14,903
7,000
13,652
8,219
12,489
134
1777
70
572
--- 17
38,953
79,784

38,394

XZelA CW QSOs by Country Rank:

I thought it might be interesting to look at
the most commonly worked countries from
XZOA. The following tables list the CW
and SSB highest totals by country rank.
Rank

Country

9,585

2

K

6,416

3

DL

3,166

4

UA

2,053

5

UR

1,281

6

OK

1,263

7

SP

1,255

8

UA9

1,220

9

1

1,143

10

OH

903

SM

683

II
12

31

Total

JA

803

13

F

637

14

EA

607

15

HA

548

decision to start the operation by hitting
several bands simultaneously. I had the
honour of making the very first QSO from
XZOA on 20m CW with JA8AUT followed
very quickly by Roger G3SXW. Once
XZOA was spotted on the PacketCluster
network worldwide, all hell let loose and the
pile-ups were AWESOME! I operated for
about five or six hours straight and put a lot
of 20m CW QSOs into the log that first
night. The other guys were equally busy
and with four stations, we put 7000 QSOs in
the log on the first day of part-time
operating.
We quickly settled down in to a steady
routine of intense HF operating by day and
even more intense LF operating when it was
dark. We tried to balance the number of
SSB QSOs with CW QSOs and include as
much RTTY as possible. The bands were
more or less dead between 10am-3pm local
time (0400-0900Z) apart from a few
Japanese and Oceania stations. This was the
time of day when I did my work on the
XZOA computer log by gathering all the
logs from the laptop PCs at each station and
merging them into one master CT XZOA
BIN file. At this time of day, the pile-ups
were usually quite light and the guys who
were operating were always very good about
stopping for a few minutes whilst I took
copies of the CT BIN files on floppy disk.
I had often had the dubious pleasure of
working the EU pile-ups on HF and they are
a tough crowd to handle. For some reason,
the rest of the guys were not mad keen to
work the EU pile-ups - I wonder why? If
only the Europeans would listen for change,
then life would be so much easier for
DXpedition operators.
Once the 80/40m 4-Square antennas were in
place and the 160m vertical, we
concentrated hard on meeting the demand
for XZ and Zone 26 on the low bands.
160m was especially exciting with the big
180ft vertical and all those beverages.
Every 160m QSO was recorded on tape and
we analysed the performance of the XZOA
propagation closely, especially into the

USA. My own preference was operating on
40 or 80m CW by night and any HF band by
day. I usually managed a few hours sleep
before hitting the LF bands at around 0400
local or 2200Z. This was a great time to be
active as the grey line moved over the East
Coast of the USA. Sometimes signals were
better with the 4-Squares beaming over the
North Pole and sometimes the path over the
South Pole was better.
After a week or so, another group of
operators arrived from the USA, including
Luis XE1L of 3Y0PI fame. Luis is a bigtime SSB operator and he has an S9+ voice
when he's operating. One morning I was
due to relieve him on 40m at 0400 after he
had been working through the night. Rich
K7ZV was operating on 80m SSB at the
same time as Luis was on 40m SSB and was
sitting literally back-to-back to him in the
Engine Room. One of my lasting memories
will be the hangdog expression of sheer
exasperation on Rich's face after struggling
all night with the S9+ audio QRM from
Luis. In desperation, Rich had taped damp
towels all around the outside of his Heil
headset in a vain attempt to keep the XE1L
QRM down to acceptable levels.
Conditions were very good at the start of the
operation, with SFI at 180. Then we noticed
the SFI dropping off rapidly over three or
four days. Not surprisingly, our daily QSO
totals tailed off a bit. Gradually, conditions
came back up again towards the end of
January. There was always stuff to work,
although I did notice that the pile-ups had
thinned out considerably near the end.
The highlight of the whole DXpedition for
me was being asked to operate on 160m
during the East Coast USA terminator
opening. This normally occurred around
1900 local time in Myanmar (1300Z). We
hadn't worked very many USA East Coast
stations on 160m at this point and we were
anxious to get a few more into our log. I
began calling CQ on 1829, saying I was
listening on 1831. The band went from
closed to wide open in about five minutes
with what seemed like hundreds of East
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telephoned John, the captain of the "NereBalandra" -a sailboat 12 meters long - to
discuss our plans and get information on the
rates, characteristics of the boat and other
technical details. The asking price was
within our budget, even though the ship
seemed a trifle small for sailing those
complicated waters. At any rate, Alleluia!,
we were assured of transport. John
mentioned that, if the weather was good, the
trip would take 24 hours.
Travel
Going to Sao Tome did not present many
problems; we would take the Alicante Madrid - Ivory Coast - Sao Tome route.
From an operational point of view, our
objective was to maintain three stations
active 24 hours a day. We had at our
disposal three HF stations from Kenwood
570-D, two laptop computers to store and
process the contacts made, (RTTY Modem)
two Yaesu 2100Z linear amplifiers, antennas
kindly donated by Bit-Radio and Cushcraft
(two MASB 3-ele and 5-band), vertical
antennas donated by Telecom and BiTronic, and Windom antennas by Grauta.
Our departure date was getting closer and
we didn't want to leave anything undone.
Our pilot stations were going to be EA5BY
(Tony), EA5FVY (Angel) and OD5NJ
(Gaby). On the night of September 11 we
went to Alicante airport to do most of our
shipping, since we had a lot of equipment
and we wanted do as much as possible
ahead of time. This resulted in our first
scare: each kilo of excess baggage cost us
4,200 pesetas (about $27). We were able to
pay for this because, on the way back, most
of the equipment would stay on the island.
On the morning of the 12th, EA5FVY and
EA5BRE accompanied us to the airport
again to send us off and help with the heavy
hand luggage we were carrying. We arrived
at Sao Tome the same day at 2100, where
our friend John was waiting for us at the
airport. We had to wait a long time to
resolve all our business with customs, but
were grateful that finally all the boxes and

radio equipment were with us. So far, so
good.
That same night John mentioned that
weather conditions were deteriorating, a
strong storm was brewing and would
possibly last for three days, which would
make our immediate departure difficult. The
next morning we received a call from
Ram6n and Robert telling us that for
personal and physical reasons they could not
join us in the expedition, but they assured us
they would be in daily contact with us from
Malabo to guarantee us good logistics. That
filled us with sadness. Only two operators
remained. The ship's departure for Annobon
was scheauled for noon, and after clearing
customs, we were ready to say good-by to
Sao Tome.
In the meantime, the storm grew stronger by
the minute. At 1400 I called EA5BY to let
him know what was happening. After
consulting with the captain, we decided to
take a chance and leave in the late afternoon,
at 1600. The sailboat was ready to leave.
Vicente filmed our departure and I prayed
that the storm would not blow us back to
Sao Tome. We sailed off to sea unfurling a
sail that had been cured by a thousand
storms, helped by an ancient motor that
broke down scarcely three miles offshore.
We couldn't continue the day's run with only
our sail and decided to send an emergency
signal. Luckily, a Spanish boat fishing for
shark promptly answered our call for help. It
sent a small boat to pick up the damaged
equipment. Three hours later we were able
to leave at last, en route to Annobon. The
journey was a real trial. John kept lamenting
that he had not seen a storm as strong as the
one we were enduring for many years. It
would be 39 hours before we touched dry
land again. I would like to acknowledge the
courage and skill demonstrated by the
captain and his co-captain - his wife Ikaduring the entire crossing.
We arrived at Annobon on the morning of
the 15th. Before our eyes was a marvelous
paradise in the middle of the Ocean. After
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taking care of customs formalities we
proceeded to unload our materiel, kindly
assisted by the islands inhabitants. We were
not in very good physical shape, but we
managed to transport everything, walking
through the streets of the capital, San
Antonio de Pale, constantly observed by
numerous citizens who greeted us in perfect
Castillian, something that gave us the
strength, to, finally, arrive at the rooms that
would be our SHACK during the next few
days. The Annobonese are a marvelous
people, dedicated principally to fishing and
whatever agriculture volcanic soils can give.
At noon we started to erect the Yagis, to
prepare the generators, the PCs and the rest
of our equipment. At 1700 we ate for the
first time since we left Sao Tome, and after
recuperating our strength somewhat,
EA5BYP (Elmo), made the first call on 20m
SSB. Meanwhile, Vicente (EASYN), who
was going to operate CW, finished adjusting
his equipment. The fast station to respond
was EA5BY, and the second one my good
friend OD5NJ. From there on, the pile-up
was tremendous. I have to admit that during
the next four hours my skill in the pile-up
was not as good as I would have liked, since
neither my physical not psychological
condition was the most appropriate one to
embark on such an operation. At 1900,
Vicente launched his first CW call, with
NI4H responding.
We immediately realised that our PCs had
been damaged during the trip, the amplifiers
were not in good condition either, and there
were other problems. At midnight we
decided to rest and recuperate.
The first thing we did very early on the 16th,
was evaluate the damage suffered by the
equipment. If it was too serious, it would
prevent us from operating in some modes.
The result was the following: the PCs were
definitely damaged, one of the amplifiers
was out of commission, but fortunately, we
managed to make the other work. The
generators gave us trouble several times, but
we were able to repair them. In any case,

when they broke down, we had to leave the
shack to repair them. All this put limits on
our time for rest, and we could not sleep
more than three and a half hours each day,
but the healthy food, based on fish and fruit,
helped us recuperate immediately.
Without losing our enthusiasm, and even
less our hopes, we started to activate the
different bands. In spite of all our efforts,
and much to our sorrow, it was not possible
to work the RTIT 6m and 160m. The pileups were terrible! It had been a long time
since we had seen so much excitement as
was provoked with 3COR. On the other
hand, the opportunity to visit the island was
tempting, but we didn't want to abandon the
pile-ups. At every moment we were aware
of the importance that our operation had and
wanted to repay the trust that the world of
ham radio had placed in us.
The local authorities showed daily their
interests on our operation, and we received a
pleasant visit from Father Edelmiro, of the
Claretians, offering us his help. His
agreeable conversation touched on
interesting aspects of the daily life of the
island and its inhabitants.
At noon on the 23rd we finished our
expedition. There was news of a new storm.
We didn't want it to surprise us during our
crossing and make us lose the different
connections during our flight home. The last
station worked in CW was G3UDW and in
SSB was RA3AJ. We achieved a total of
23,000 contacts and operated in 16
bands/modes. Before we departed, we left
on the island a complete HF station,
including a Cushcraft Yagi antenna. In the
not too distant future, we are thinking of a
collaboration and solidarity project with the
people of Annobon, similar to the joint
project realised some time ago with the DX
group in Cuba. If anybody is interested in
this project please contact us. Everybody
will be welcome.
We want to thank 3C1GS (Ramon Gomez
de Salazar), for his inestimable help and
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We had decided to build a 180ft 160m
vertical with raised radials; an 80m 4-Square
array with each element around 100ft tall,
again with raised radials and a 40m 4Square from alloy tubing also with raised
radials. We had two Force 12 C3 yagis and
two 28 MHz 4 element yagis to rig.
Unfortunately, Our 17/12m beam had been
shipped to Texas instead of LAX and would
be brought in by the next group of operators
from the USA who would be arriving a
week later. We also had a 30m vertical and
an R7000 vertical, which was rigged on the
hotel roof with one of the Force 12 C3s.
Rich K7ZV had brought a 12m and 17m
vertical and we had to use these until our
Yagi arrived from the USA.
It took us around five days to get the LF
antennas rigged, working from daybreak to
dusk in temperatures as high as 35°C, and in
humidity levels around 80%. The real star
of the antenna rigging show was Milt N5IA,
who worked tirelessly each day, climbing
towers and rigging the antennas. Darryl
AF7O, Ray HS0/G3NOM, Winit HS1CKC,
Sonthaya HS6NDK, Cy HSOGBI and
Champ E21EIC deserve special mention for
their outstanding efforts too. The rest of us
just pulled on ropes, cut radials, carried bits
of tower section around and generally
provided help if it was needed.
We worked particularly hard to set up a
series of receiving antennas for use on 160,
80 and 40m. Numerous LF Beverage
antennas were run out into the undergrowth
surrounding the island. It was only after we
had got all the Beverages in place that we
learned that there were poisonous snakes
lurking in the undergrowth, including lots of
king cobras! When it rains, the cobras like
to get out of the wet by crawling into the
ground-floor hotel balconies, which are
warm and dry.

Once the rooms were allocated, we got to
work setting up the stations. We decided
that the ground floor Room 101 would
house three complete stations, primarily
160m, 80m and 40m. Room 201 would be
the CW room and Room 301 the SSB room,
but with some flexibility as required. Room
101 quickly became known as the "Engine
Room" since Robin "The Professor"
WA6CDR and Milt (later Sir Milt) N5IA
were billeted in the room next door. These
two guys made everything happen: Robin
was the equipment Czar and Milt was the
antenna Czar. I don't think either of them
ever slept through a night and they seemed
to only catch a few hours sleep when 160m
wasn't open.
The Engine Room quickly became my
favourite place to operate — during the night
we stayed on LF and during the day the LF
stations were used on the WARC bands.
Room 201 had two complete stations and
was conveniently just down the corridor
from my room. I spent hours and hours on
40m, 20m and 30m CW from there. Room
301 also had two complete stations and was
mainly used for SSB although I sometimes
used to sneak on to 10m or 15m CW when it
was quiet in there.
Each operating position had a fully loaded
Yaesu FT-1000MP, an Alpha linear
amplifier, Dunestar filters, CW keyer, HeilPro headset and a laptop computer for
logging. On the LF stations, we had a
second laptop computer running Geoclock,
so we could see the areas in the world where
the grey-line enhancement was occurring. In
addition, I put full-sized keyboards on all of
the CW operating positions so that CT could
be used to it's full potential. I just hate
using CT on a tiny laptop keyboard.
Rigging the XWA antennas:

Once Ray HS0/G3NOM and the Thai team
arrived from Bangkok with what seemed
like a thousand feet of Rohn tower section,
it was down to the serious business of
rigging antennas.

Operating from XZOA:

By the evening of the 12 °' January, we had
most of the HF antennas in place, together
with the 30m vertical and temporary
antennas for 40m and 80m. We made the
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and Sprite, piling them up in the lobby!
Warren K7WX and Dan NA7DB showed
great diplomatic skill and eventually they
calmed the situation down and we were
allocated our rooms.
The next little problem was negotiating
which rooms we wanted to use for
operating. On the north side of the hotel
was a large grassed area, which has a
jogging track around it. This had been
identified as the ideal place to set up our
antenna farm by Ray HSO/G3NOM during
a reconnoitre visit he had made a few weeks
earlier. Nearly all the areas of interest to us
were shown on the Great Circle map as
being north, e.g. USA and EU.
Unfortunately, the hotel management had it
in mind that we could set up the XZOA
stations in a partially completed staff
accommodation block on the other side of
the hotel. We much preferred the rooms
immediately adjacent to the jogging track
area and after a period of intense
negotiation, we were allocated three large
suites on three floors: Rooms 101, 201 and
301. The people at the hotel were very
reluctant to give us these rooms since they
reckoned that they were the best in the hotel.
Just to make matters worse, we then asked
them to remove all the beds and furniture!
Oh yes, and could we have some operating
tables and additional chairs — and by the
way, we needed a 50A mains supply in each
of the three suites. Alpha amplifiers use lots
of current and the normal 220V mains
supply would have been inadequate.
At times like this, you realise how important
is to have people with outstanding
negotiating skills - Warren K7WX really is
diplomacy personified. As if by magic, we
were provided with everything we asked for.
What we didn't expect to receive was a bill
for the three operating rooms, which we
understood were to be provided free of
charge. One week later Dan NA7DB was
presented with a bill for around $6000! We
were dumbfounded, but further negotiations
followed and we did eventually manage to
get those rooms free of charge.

The Andaman Club Resort — Thahtay
Kyun Island

The first group arrived on Thahtay Kyun
Island on the 11 th January after negotiating
the Myanmar Customs post at the ferry
terminal. Thaytay Kyun is an 1800-acre
island with just one very large and very
luxurious five star hotel. The Andaman
Club resort and hotel was built in 1997
primarily as a gambling resort for the Thais.
Gambling is not allowed in Thailand, so the
enterprising Thai owners of the Andaman
Club struck a mutually beneficial deal with
the Myanmar authorities. Each weekend,
hundreds of Thai people head to the
Andaman Club to indulge their passion for
gambling in the well-equipped casino at the
hotel. Although we had FAXed the hotel
several times and received permission from
the authorities in Myanmar to operate our
DXpedition from the hotel on Thahtay
Kyun, clearly there had been a problem with
communication somewhere along the line.
Imagine a very swish hotel lobby being
rapidly filled with boxes and boxes of radio
equipment by an army of porters. Inside the
hotel, there were signs everywhere saying
that communications equipment was
expressly forbidden since it might interfere
with the slot machines and gambling
surveillance equipment — but those porters
just kept on bringing our gear into the lobby
— it was everywhere. The staff at the hotel
reception were obviously wondering if this
was the start of WW3 judging by the
astonished expressions on their faces.
Then it was time to unload $800 worth of
Coke, Sprite and bottled mineral water!
There were boxes of Coca-Cola everywhere.
I think that was definitely the last straw,
given that there were more signs around
saying that guests should not bring their
own food or drinks into the hotel. Did that
really mean us?
At this point the hotel manager was called to
sort out this group of `Farangs' who were
taking over the place. Meanwhile, the hotel
porters kept on bringing in boxes of Coke
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great effort, without which the expedition
3COR Annobon 1999 would not have
happened. To Don Eleuterio Casas,
Provincial Chief of the Island, and to the
authorities in Annobon, as well as all the
Annobonese for their kindness, congeniality
and the wonderful reception we received. To
the Ministry of Transport and
Communications and to the Directorate of
General Security of the Republic of
Equatorial Guinea. To the different
associations, clubs and individuals who have
put their trust in us by helping us
economically. And to the thousands of ham

radio enthusiasts from all over the world
who caused the pile-ups from 3COR to be
the most listened to bands in recent memory.
To all of you, THANK YOU!.
EA5BYP-Elmo; E./U .5(N- Vic; Team 3COR
EA5BY-Tony — 3COR Co-ordinator
(3COR WEB PAGE: Chris, SV2CWY,
informs OPDX that he is PLEASED to
announce that the whole story with detailed
photos of the 3COR DXpedition to Annobon
Island is now available at the Web site:
http://www.qsInet/sv2cwy)

XZ0A DXpedition to the Union of Myanmar
By: Steve Wilson G3VMW

The Central Arizona DX Association, based
in Phoenix Arizona have been organising
DXpeditions for a few years now. Last
year, they were responsible for the hugely
successful 8Q7AA DXpedition to the
Maldives. In 1996 and again in 1998, they
were active as XZ1N from Yangon, the
capital city of the Union of Myanmar. The
Year 2000 )(WA DXpedition was the most
successful CADXA expedition to date and
netted 80,000 QSOs making it the third
most successful DXpedition of all time
behind ZL9CI with 96,000 QSOs and
VKCJIR with 80,700 QSOs. XZ121A
achieved a DXpedition World Record for
160m QSOs with a massive 2385 contacts.
So how did a Yorkshire DXer get involved
in a multi-national DXpedition to
somewhere like Myanmar?
In 1998, I had the pleasure of working with
Warren K7WX on the construction of an
Internet web site for the 5V7A VooDoo
Contest Club expedition to Lome in Togo. I
had first met Warren at Dayton in 1998
together with a bunch of other CADXA
members and over many beers and a very
large pizza; we chatted for ages about
travelling to exotic places to play amateur
radio. In the summer of 1999, I was

absolutely delighted to be invited by Warren
to join the CADXA team who were
planning to activate Thahtay Kyun Island, a
new IOTA entity, in the Mergui
Archipelago group in the Andaman Sea off
Victoria Point, the southernmost part of
Myanmar. For several years, Warren has
built up a very special relationship with the
ruling military government in Myanmar and
this has been key to getting permission to
operate from the "Golden Land". Warren
worked very closely with Martti Laine
OH2BH in 1995, visiting Yangon a number
of times on diplomatic missions specifically
to get amateur radio allowed again in
Myanmar (formerly Burma) after 30 years
of inactivity. In the event, the special
callsign XZ0A was applied for and we
waited nervously for the necessary operating
permission to be granted by the Generals in
Yangon. Finally, in October 1999, after a
great deal of behind the scenes work by
Warren and Dan Brown NA7DB, a FAX
arrived from Yangon inviting us to operate
from Thaytay Kyun Island with the XZIOA
callsign that we had requested. However,
during our time on Thahtay Kyun Island, a
representative would accompany us from the
Myanmar Ministry of Hotels & Tourism.
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Frankfurt and from there to Bangkok.
Bangkok Airways handled the flight from
Bangkok to Ranong, followed by the short
sea trip from Ranong to Thahtay Kyun
Island. The travelling took nearly four days
because my Bangkok-Ranong flight was
cancelled and I had to stay two nights at a
hotel near Bangkok airport. I had hoped to
meet up with Julio EA5XX in Frankfurt so
we could travel together, but my plane was
so late leaving Manchester that I literally
only just caught the Bangkok flight in
Frankfurt by sprinting from one airport
terminal to another. Julio had long since
boarded the aeroplane and we didn't
actually meet up until we were both on
Thahtay Kyun Island. It was a miracle that
my baggage wasn't left in Frankfurt, but
thankfully it arrived in Bangkok safely — a
tribute to German efficiency.
The first group from the USA travelled on
Singapore Airlines via Los AngelesSingapore-Phuket and then by road to
Ranong before catching the sea ferry to
Thaytay Kyun Island. They had with them
around one ton of amateur radio equipment,
including eight Yaesu FT1000MPs, eight
Alpha linear amplifiers, laptop computers,
aerial rotors, several Force 12 C3 antennas,
several vertical antennas, two 10m beams,
WARC beams, coaxial cable, tools, test
equipment and literally miles of wire. The
baggage allowance for Americans is 30kg
compared to our 20kg in Europe, but there
was absolutely no way that lot could be
carried as normal airline baggage allowance.
In the event, Dan NA7DB did a very neat
deal with Singapore Airlines. In addition to
getting a very competitive price for the
flights from LAX, he was also able to
negotiate a huge excess baggage allowance.
Whether Singapore Airlines realised just
how much equipment was involved is now
history!
You can probably imagine what the reaction
of the Thai Customs people was to all those
boxes of communications equipment in
Phuket?

Planning the Expedition:

It was decided early on that XZOA would
be a much larger and better co-ordinated
effort than the previous Myanmar
DXpeditions. There would be significant
emphasis on LF and also working the East
Coast of the USA, which is at the antipode
from Myanmar. Zone 26 is notoriously
difficult to work for Zone 4 and Zone 5
operators in the USA. In addition a multinational team would be assembled, with
dedicated CW, RTTY and SSB operators —
the SSB operators would have language
skills in English, Spanish or Japanese. My
role was very much as a CW Operator and
additionally; I was given the job of looking
after the computer logging using CT.
We would have two co-leaders for the
XZOA DXpedition: Warren K7WX would
handle radio licences; diplomatic liaison
with the Myanmar and Thai authorities;
manage the XZOA web site; deal with
publicity and organise group co-ordination
via email. Dan NA7DB would handle travel
arrangements, hotels, customs issues and the
transport of equipment. This arrangement
worked out very well and allowed the
considerable organisational workload to be
shared out between Dan and Warren.
By about November, we had a multinational crew of about 20 operators,
including a central core of experienced
CADXA members who had been on the
previous XZ1N expeditions. Crucially for
us, Ray Gerrard HSO/G3NOM was asked to
join the expedition and as you will read,
Ray's involvement was absolutely key to the
success of the operation.
Travelling:

The DXpedition was scheduled to start on
January 12" and run through to February 6 th,
with operators arriving and leaving at
various times throughout that period. I
decided to join the start-up team on the 11'"
January by travelled directly to the island.
Leaving England on Sunday 96 January, I
flew with Lufthansa from Manchester to
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HSO/G3NOM and the three Thai operators
were driving the 800km over some very
difficult roads in mountainous terrain with a
wagon full of Rohn look-alike tower
sections. These tower sections formed the
basis of our 160m vertical and the 80 and
40m 4-Square arrays. I must say that Ray
did an absolutely fantastic job with the
tower sections, which had been specially
made for us in Bangkok, a tribute to Ray's
extensive network of contacts.
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Imagine then, a coach carrying a lot of very
tired but enthusiastic XZOA operators on
the dusty, winding roads north towards
Ranong. Driving along, someone spotted a
Coca-Cola factory and a cunning plan
quickly developed. With 20+ operators on
Thahtay Kyun Island, who would be
operating eight 1.5kW stations and rigging a
massive antenna farm in the 30°C heat and
humidity, we would definitely need plenty
to drink.
I imagine the people in the factory shop of
that Coca-Cola factory were a bit taken
aback as $800 worth of Coke, Sprite and
bottled water was loaded on the hired
wagon. Now $800 buys a LOT of soda and
mineral water in Thailand — there was a
mountain of it and the wagon was weighed
down to the axles! More about this later.
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At the best of times, it is very hard to get
radio gear through the customs in Thailand
unless you pay a considerable amount of
import duty or a customs bond. Dan solved
this problem by arranging a customs carnet,
which is how the 9MOC Spratly Island
DXpedition got their gear through customs.
I don't know finer points of how the carnet
operates, but it certainly worked for us!
There was so much gear that a wagon had to
be hired to take the gear on the half-day
journey from Phuket to Ranong. The
XZOA operators hired a coach to carry them
and their luggage.
Around about this time another group of
operators were on their way to XZOA, this
Ray
time by road from Bangkok.

XWA Operators:

CW operators were: Champ E21EIC, Steve

G3VMW, Sonthaya HS6NDK, Cy
HSOGBI, Milt NSIA, Paul WF5T, Robin
WA6CDR, Darryl AF7O, Paul W8AEF,
Van K7VS, Warren K7WX, George V73GT
and Ray HSO/G3NOM.
SSB operators were: Julio EADOC, Winit
HS1CKC, Don K6RKE, Dan NA7DB,
Millie WY7K, Paul W8AEF, Rich K7ZV,
Bob K7TR, Van K7VS, Luis XE1L, Sally
1CM5EP, Sara N7XYR and Cliff 1CD6XH.
Later in the operation, Yoshi JA1UT,
Setsuko JA1UPA and Tada JROCG joined
us and they operated on 10m FM, SSTV and
also on 6m.
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"DXpeditioning - Behind the Scenes"
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An Annobon family enjoys a local meal
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The new CDXC book for DXers and DXpeditioners

CDXC Annual Dinner - March 2000

Steve G4EDG gave an excellent talk on the recent "Double-Trouble" DXpedition
Roger G3SXW and John G3WGV no doubt discussing something CW

3COR DXpedition to Annobon Island

Gil Balister and Wes W3WL enjoying a yarn

The beach at Annobon - note the transport!
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